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Abstract

We present a sound and complete calculus CLS for the first-order logic
LS without equality but dynamic sorts. By dynamic sorts we understand
a sort structure which is exploited during the deduction process and is
not fixed from the beginning. Therefore the logic allows arbitrary sort
declarations and every first-order logic formula can be compiled into our
logic. Deductions in the calculus turn out to be very efficient as will be
shown by examples.

Thus the new logic significantly improves the efficiency of automated
deductions if one-place (predicates) sorts are involved in the reasoning
process. Furthermore the calculus CLS is conservative extension of the
existing approaches to sorted logic. That means if the sorted information
could be represented in the known approaches the more general calculus
CLS has the same behaviour as the existing calculi.



Chapter 1

Introduction

It is widely accepted that the addition of “sorts” to first-order logic results in a more
efficient resolution calculus and a more natural representation of problems, e.g. see
[Wal87, SS89, WO90, Coh87, Fri89, BHPS89]. Although the “naturalness” of a
representation may depend on the personal taste, there are many examples in the
literature, where a sorted formalization of a problem leads to shorter proofs and a
lesser branching rate, i.e. a smaller search space (e.g. the first solution to Schubert’s
Steamroller [Wal84]).

Sorts correspond to unary predicates in unsorted first-order logic. For example
in the logic of [WO90] the sort “declaration” f(xMale)<−Male is logically equivalent
to the clause Male(x) ⇒ Male(f(x)) (where f denotes the father function). This
simple example shows the advantages of a sorted formalization: less literals and
hence less resolution possibilities. In particular, for this simple example there are
infinitely many (self) resolution possibilities in the unsorted version, whereas there
are no possible resolution steps in the sorted version.

Most of the work done so far separates the information about sorts from the
rest [Wal87, SS89, Coh87, Fri89, BHPS89]. The description of the sort structure,
e.g. subsort relationships or how functions operate on sorts, is contained in what is
called the SBOX (Sort Box) and this remains static during the deduction process.
The rest of the formulas is put in an FBOX (Formula Box) and here standard
deduction rules (e.g. resolution) are applied. The SBOX is either built up using
a special language (e.g. the declaration xS<−T expresses that S is a subsort of T ,
using the language of [WO90]) or a first-order language is restricted to sort symbols
as predicates (e.g. ∀x S(x) ⇒ T (x) [Fri89] also expressing the subsort relationship
between S and T ). In the FBOX no sort symbols are allowed as predicates. The
connection between the SBOX and the FBOX is established by affixing a sort symbol
to the variables. Variables are restricted to range over the denotation of their sort
which is semantically viewed as a subset of the universe of discourse. Deduction rules
(e.g. resolution) are modified by replacing the unsorted unification algorithm by a
sorted version. The sorted unification algorithm checks the assignments to variables
with respect to the information in the SBOX. In order so illustrate sorted resolution
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consider the following example (for the SBOX we use the syntax of [WO90]):

SBOX
(1) peter<−Male
(2) mary<−Woman
(3) xMan<−Male
(4) f(xMale)<−Male

FBOX
(5) Love(xMale ,mary)
(6) ¬Love(f(f(peter)), yWoman)

which is logically equivalent to the unsorted formalization

UNSORTED
(1) Male(peter)
(2) Woman(mary)
(3) Man(x) ⇒ Male(x)
(4) Male(x) ⇒ Male(f(x))
(5) Male(x) ⇒ Love(x,mary)
(6) Woman(y) ⇒ ¬Love(f(f(peter)), y)

All variables are assumed to be universally quantified and the function f denotes
the father of a person. There is only one resolution step between the clauses (5)
and (6) in the sorted formalization leading to the unification problem [Sie89] Γ =
{xMale = f(f(peter)), yWoman = mary}. The unification problem is trivially solved
already, if we disregard the sort unification. However the sorted unification algorithm
must also check the well sortedness of the assignments. It has to be proved that
in every model satisfying the SBOX, f(f(peter)) is of sort Male and mary of sort
Woman. In this example this is clearly the case. In general the proof is done by the
sorted unification algorithm. In our case Γ is well sortedly solved and one resolution
step yields the empty clause.

In the unsorted version of the example there are several possible resolution steps.
Resolution between (5) and (6) results in the clause

(7) ¬Male(f(f(peter))) ∨ ¬Woman(mary)

which can be refuted using twice clause (4) and then the clauses (1) and (2). This
simple example demonstrates the advantages of sorted deduction:

• Compact Representations
In the sorted version we needed six literals (including the declarations in the
SBOX) in the unsorted version ten.

• Short Deductions
In the sorted version the clauses are refuted in one step, in the unsorted version
we needed five steps. Of course we have also to take the steps of the sorted
unification algorithm into account. But in practise the amount spent on the
sorted unification can be neglected in comparison to the rest of the work. This
topic will be discussed in more detail later on.
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• Small Search Space
In the sorted version there is one unique resolution step yielding the empty
clause, in the unsorted version there are infinitely many possible steps. For
example there are infinitely many (self) resolvents of clause (4).

In this report we present a new approach to sorted deduction which general-
izes the existing ones: Arbitrary formulas are allowed in the SBOX and there is
no longer a distinction between the SBOX and the FBOX. Sort declarations of
the form t<−S (or sort predicates known from other sorted logics) can be used as
ordinary predicates. Nevertheless the new sorted calculus which follows the ideas
of [Wal87, SS89, WO90] significantly outperforms unsorted calculi. In addition
the new approach is a conservative extension of the existing ones. That means if
the information could be separated and represented in the known approaches (e.g.
[Wal87, SS89]) the more general calculus has the same behaviour as the existing
calculi.

Compared to the other approaches [Wal87, SS89, Fri89] strictly follow the SBOX,
FBOX paradigm and [Coh87, BHPS89] allow sort information to occur in the FBOX,
but they only consider the static SBOX information for the sorted reasoning. In
addition all these approaches impose strong restrictions on the formulas in the SBOX
in order to obtain a sound and complete calculus. This topic will be discussed in
more detail in Section 1.1.1. In [WO90] the SBOX, FBOX scheme is still abolished
but the calculus presented there is rather weak compared to the CLS calculus which
is established in this report. This topic will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

The following sections give a an informal overview of the subsequent chapters.
Results will be motivated and discussed but without any technical details. In Sec-
tion 1.1 the new logic will be motivated and introduced. Section 1.2 explains the
new calculus. The following sections are informal versions of the chapters 2-6. Chap-
ter 7 introduces some refinements and further improvements on the calculus CLS . In
Chapter 8 we solve some well known examples which are introduced in Section 3.3
and discuss efficiency aspects. The report is finished by the conclusions presented
in Chapter 9.

1.1 The Sorted Logic LS

1.1.1 Motivation

The main difference between the new sorted logic LS presented in this paper and ex-
isting approaches is that we abolish the SBOX, FBOX paradigm. There are at least
three reasons to pull down the barrier between SBOX and FBOX: (i) expressivity,
(ii) Skolemization and (iii) disjunctions in the SBOX.

In order to exemplify the first problem, namely expressivity consider the phrase
which says that a male is a man if he has written a book, begotten a child and
planted a tree. Coding this example gives the formula:
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Write(xMale , yBook) ∧ Plant(xMale , zTree) ∧ Beget(xMale , uChild)
⇒ xMale<−Man

This formula does not fit into the SBOX, FBOX scheme, because ordinary two-
place predicates are used to define a sort. Thus the formula can not be represented
adequately in existing approaches. Formulas of the above kind are not artificial, e.g.
they frequently occur in knowledge bases of the KL-ONE [BS85] family.

The next problem is Skolemization, the elimination of existential quantifiers in
refutation based deduction systems. The proper Skolemization (see Chapter 4) of
the FBOX formula

∃yWoman Love(peter , yWoman) ∨ Love(peter ,Bill)

is
(Love(peter , a) ∧ a<−Woman) ∨ Love(peter ,Bill)

where a is a new Skolem constant. Again the SBOX, FBOX framework is violated
because declarations (or sort predicates) are not allowed in the FBOX. Putting the
declaration a<−Woman outside the FBOX and into the SBOX results in a Skolem-
ization which does not preserve satisfiability, because a<−Woman in the SBOX forces
the sort Woman to be non empty in every model whereas there are models of the
input formula which assign the empty set to the sort Woman. However empty sorts
are not the only reason that disallow declarations resulting from skolemization in
the SBOX and in general we need strong restrictions (e.g. see [Wal87, SS89]) to be
imposed on the SBOX in order to place these declarations into the SBOX.

The third problem arises from disjunctions in the SBOX. If there are formulas
like

peter<−Man ∨ peter<−Woman

in the SBOX then there is no initial model for the SBOX. A least model either
includes peter<−Man or peter<−Woman. From the formula

∀xMan Love(xMan ,mary)

we must be able to deduce

Love(peter ,mary) ∨ peter<−Woman

in order to obtain a complete calculus. Again this clause does not fit into the SBOX,
FBOX paradigm.

All these problems can be overcome if the artificial barrier between SBOX an
FBOX is eliminated: SBOX expressions are also FBOX expressions and formulas
denoting sort relationships can be combined with ordinary formulas. This logic is
called LS .
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1.1.2 Syntax of LS

A signature Σ: = (S,V,F,P) of the sorted logic LS contains a set of sort symbols
in addition to the usual sets V of variable symbols, F of function symbols and P
of predicate symbols. The fixed 2-place predicate <− is always in P. Variables are
indexed with their sort, e.g. xS, yV .

Terms and atoms are built in the usual unsorted way with the addition that if
t is a term and S a sort symbol, then t<−S is an atom. Atoms of the form t<−S are
called declarations. From atoms we construct literals and formulas using the logical
connectives. A clause is a set of literals which is interpreted as the universal closure
of the disjunction of the literals.

The set of all terms is denoted by TΣ. Substitutions are total functions σ:V →
TΣ such that the set DOM(σ): = {xS | σ(xS) ̸= xS} is finite. The application of
substitutions can be extended to terms, formulas, and clauses in the usual way.

1.1.3 Semantics of LS

In order to define the semantics for the new logic, a set of objects from the non-
empty universe has to be assigned to every sort symbol and a total function to every
function symbol. The symbol <− is interpreted as the membership relation, whereas
predicates and the logical connectives are interpreted as in unsorted first-order logic.

Let Σ be a signature. A Σ-algebra A consists of a non-empty carrier set A, a
total function fA:A

n → A for every function symbol f∈Fn, a set SA ⊆ A for every
sort S.

An interpretation ℑ 1 assigns an n-ary relation Pℑ ⊆ An to every n-place pred-
icate symbol P and the membership relation to <−, such that for every formula F ,
t∈TΣ, S∈S, and P∈Pn:

• ℑ |= P (t1, . . ., tn) iff (ℑh(t1), . . . ,ℑh(tn))∈Pℑ.

• ℑ |= t<−S iff ℑh(t)∈SA

• ℑ |= ∀xS F iff for all a∈SA,ℑ{xS/a} |= F

• ℑ |= ∃xS F iff there exists an a∈SA,ℑ{xS/a} |= F

• The logical connectives are interpreted as usual.

1An interpretation ℑ{xS/a} is like ℑ except that it maps xS to a
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1.2 Calculi for Sorted Logics

1.2.1 Existing Calculi

Logics following the SBOX, FBOX paradigm [Wal87, SS89, Fri89, Coh87, BHPS89]
construct a free model from the declarations in the SBOX2. In order to guarantee
the existence of a free model only unit declarations of the form t<−S are allowed in
the SBOX. The free model is the set TL<− of well sorted terms where L<− is the set
of all declarations occurring in the SBOX.

Definition 1.2.1 (Well Sorted Terms) Let L<− be a set of declarations. Then
the set of well sorted terms TL<−,S of sort S is recursively defined by:

• for every variable xS, xS∈TL<−,S

• for every declaration (t<−S)∈L<− with V (t) = {xS1 , . . ., xSn} and terms ti∈TL<−,Si
,

σ: = {xS1 7→ t1, . . . , xSn 7→ tn}, σ(t)∈TL<−,S

The function V maps terms to their variables, substitutions σ are enumerated by the
variable term pairs (e.g. xS1 7→ t1) of their finite domain (DOM(σ)). Computations
in the free model are very efficient (this is one serious reason why sorted unification
is always more efficient than the corresponding unsorted resolution). It is decidable
in polynomial time and space [SS89] if t∈TL<−,S for an arbitrary term t, sort S, and
set of declarations L<−.

Applying the definition of well sorted terms to the initial example, we get
L<− = {peter<−Male, mary<−Woman, xMan<−Male, f(xMale)<−Male} and TL<−,Male =
{peter , f(peter), f(f(peter)), . . ., xMale , yMale , . . ., f(xMale), . . .}

The sorted unification algorithm is an extension of the known unsorted unifica-
tion algorithm. In addition to the unsorted algorithm variables are weakened until
for every assignment xS 7→ t we have t∈TL<−,S. The sorted resolution rule is an
extension of the unsorted resolution rule by sorted unification.

1.2.2 The New Sorted Calculus CLS

The starting point for the new calculus is a set CS of clauses (in Chapter 4 we
show the transformation into clause normal form). Clearly the traditional means
of sorted reasoning do not apply to this expressive sorted logic LS since in general
there exist no free model for the declarations occurring in a clause set. Even more,
as declarations can be combined with arbitrary first-order formulas well sortedness
can not be decided globally. Thus it is not clear how sorted unification can be
established. Nevertheless the information about sorts for the unification algorithm
is contained in the declarations occurring in the clause set. The open question
is which declarations must be considered for the unification algorithm. Clearly

2Frisch [Fri89] does not give a syntactic characterization of well sortedness and hence the ques-
tion how to check well sortedness remains open
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all declarations occurring in unit clauses must be chosen (e.g. peter<−Man from
the initial example) because every model satisfying the clause set satisfies these
declarations. Additionally a translation of the sort structures of [Wal87, SS89] into
LS results in unit clauses that are declarations.

But if we choose only declarations that occur in unit clauses, this would result
in an incomplete calculus as the following example shows.

SBOX-FBOX
(1) peter<−Man ∨ peter<−Woman
(2) Love(xMan , paul)
(3) Love(yWoman ,mary)
(4) ¬Love(peter , paul)
(5) ¬Love(peter ,mary)

The clause set is unsatisfiable. There is no unit declaration because the only decla-
rations peter<−Man and peter<−Woman occur in the same clause. Thus if we only
consider unit declarations, there is no well sorted resolution step. The sorted uni-
fication algorithm has no information about sorts. Thus neither the assignment
xMan 7→ peter nor yWoman 7→ peter is well sorted. But to obtain a complete calculus
we must consider at least one of the declarations for unification. This can not be
done in the standard way (see Section 1.2.1) because not every model satisfying the
clause (1) satisfies the chosen declaration3. The other literal can not be discarded,
it must be taken as a residue literal for the chosen declaration similar to a partial
theory resolution step [Sti85]. A declaration occurring in a non unit clause is called
a conditioned declaration and denoted as a pair (t<−S,C) where C is a set of liter-
als. The idea is to use the declaration as for sorted unification and to collect the
conditions during the computation of well sortedness.

Selecting the set of declarations L<− = {(peter<−Man, {peter<−Woman})} for
unification, a resolution step between (2) and (4) is possible as the assignment
xMan 7→ peter is well sorted with respect to the chosen declaration (peter<−Man,
{peter<−Woman}). But as not every model satisfies the chosen declaration the
result is the only condition

(6) peter<−Woman

Intuitively clause (6) means that if we assume peter to be a Man we get a contra-
diction between (2) and (4). Therefore we conclude peter to be of sort Woman.
This new clause is a unit declaration and subsumes clause (1). We must change
the information of the unification algorithm into L<− = {(peter<−Woman, ∅)}. Now
a resolution step between clause (3) and clause (5) is possible, yielding the empty
clause.

If we would have started with the set of declarations L<− = {(peter<−Woman,
{peter<−Man})} we would have made the same resolution steps in reverse order.

3An alternative approach was presented in [WO90] where residue literals were added for each
assignment in order to get sound inference rules.
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The example shows that for the CLS calculus, the sort information must be changed
dynamically during the deduction process and non unit declarations have to be
considered.

The conditioned declarations are needed for a generalized notion of well sorted-
ness where a term is of a specific sort under certain conditions. Thus conditioned
declaration cause conditioned terms (pairs of the kind (t, C) where t is a term and
C a set of literals) and conditioned substitutions (pairs of the kind (σ,C) where σ
is a substitution and C a set of literals).

Definition 1.2.2 (Conditioned Well Sorted Terms) Let L<− be a set of condi-
tioned declarations. Then the set of conditioned well sorted terms Tc

L<−,S of sort S
is recursively defined by:

• for every variable xS, (xS, ∅)∈Tc
L<−,S

• for every conditioned declaration (t<−S,C)∈L<− with V (t) = {xS1 , . . ., xSn} and
conditioned terms (ti, Ci)∈Tc

L<−,Si
, σ: = {xS1 7→ t1, . . . , xSn 7→ tn}, (σ(t), σ(C) ∪

C1 . . . ∪ Cn)∈Tc
L<−,S

Questions of the form t<−Tc
L<−,S are again decidable in polynomial time and

space with respect to the number of symbols in t and the number of declarations
in L<−. The new sorted unification algorithm is an extension of the known sorted
unification algorithms (for an overview see [SS89]) by conditioned well sorted terms.
A presentation of the algorithm can be found in Section 6.1. The result of the
algorithm is a conditioned well sorted unifier including the set of conditions that are
needed on order to establish the conditioned well sortedness. The resolution rule is
then:

Definition 1.2.3 (Resolution Rule) Let C1 and C2 be two clauses with no vari-
ables in common, L∈C1 and K∈C2. If there exists a conditioned well sorted mgu
σc = (σ,D) of L and K, such that σ(L) and σ(K) are two complementary literals,
then

σ((C1 \ {L}) ∪ (C2 \ {K})) ∪D

is a resolvent of C1 and C2.

A conditioned substitution σc = (σ,D) consists of the substitution σ and the set
of conditionsD. The sorted factorization rule is defined accordingly. The correctness
of the inference rules follows immediately from the correctness of conditioned well
sorted terms and the form of the rules. The proof of the following completeness
theorem is given in Section 6.3:

Theorem 1.2.4 (Completeness Theorem) Let CS be a clause set of LS and let
L<−: = {(ti<−Si, C

′
i)} such that for each clause Ci∈CS consisting of declarations we

choose exactly one declaration ti<−Si with Ci = {ti<−Si} ∪ C ′
i.

If CS is unsatisfiable, there exists a derivation of the empty clause using resolu-
tion and factorization.
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Now the refutation procedure works as follows: a set L<− of declarations (see
Theorem 1.2.4) from the given clause set CS is chosen and the inference rules are
applied. If a new clause consisting of declarations only is derived, the set L<− of
declarations is updated. This process is repeated until the empty clause is obtained.
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Chapter 2

Syntax of LS

The Syntax of LS is very similar to the syntax of unsorted first-order logic, because
we have to allow for “ill-sorted” terms. Thus we generate terms, atoms, and formulas
without considering sorts. Only the special relation <− is added and variables are
indexed with the sort they range over.

2.1 Signature

Definition 2.1.1 (Signature) A signature Σ: = (S,V,F,P) consists of the fol-
lowing disjoint sets:

• S is a finite set of sort symbols, the fixed symbol ⊤ for “any” is always in S.
Sort symbols are S, T .

• V is an infinite set of countably many variable symbols. The symbols x, y, z
represent variables.

• F is a countably infinite set of function symbols. F is divided into the sets of
n–place function symbols Fn (n∈IN0). We use the f, g, h as function symbols
and a, b, c as constant symbols (0-place function symbols).

• P is a finite set of predicate symbols divided into the sets of n–place predicate
symbols Pn. Predicates are named by P,Q.

Additionally, we assume a function sort:V → S such that for every sort T∈S, there
exist countably infinite many variables x∈V, with sort(x) = T . In this case we say
x has sort T which is denoted by xT .

In order to simplify the notation for variables, we allow to write xS and xT

in the same formula even if they are supposed to be different. Using this writing
convention two variables are equal if they consist of the same variable symbol and
have the same sort.

Definition 2.1.2 (Special Symbols) The following symbols are available:
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• The logical connectives ¬,∧,∨,⇒,⇔, ∀,∃
• The auxiliary symbols “(”, “)”, “, ”

• The special relation <− which is used to represent sort information.

Assumption 2.1.3 (Non-empty Universe) We always assume that there is at
least one constant symbol in Σ. This assumption implies that the universe of dis-
course and the sort ⊤ are not empty. This appears natural to us, because we have
the same assumption in unsorted first-order logic.

2.2 Terms, Atoms, and Formulas

Definition 2.2.1 (Terms) The set of all terms TΣ is inductively constructed by
the following two rules:

• x∈TΣ, if x∈V
• f(t1, . . ., tn)∈TΣ, if f∈Fn and ti∈TΣ for every i

Let V (t) denote the set of variables occurring in a term t, i. e. V (t): = {t}, if t is
a variable and V (t): =

∪
1≤i≤n

V (ti), if t = f(t1, . . ., tn). We can naturally extend V

to atoms, literals, clauses, and other objects. An object t having V (t) = ∅ is called
ground.

Definition 2.2.2 (Atoms) If P∈Pn and t1, . . ., tn are terms then P (t1, . . ., tn) is
an atom. If S is a sort symbol and t is a term, then t<−S is an atom. An atom of
the form t<−S is called a declaration.

Definition 2.2.3 (Literals) Atoms and their negations are literals. A literal is
called negative if it consists of an atom and a negation symbol. Otherwise it is
called positive. The meta level function atom maps literals to their atoms. For
literals we write L, K.

Definition 2.2.4 (Clauses) A clause is a finite set of literals. It is interpreted as
the disjunction of its literals where the whole clause is universally quantified over
all occurring variables. For clauses we write C = {L1, L2}. The empty clause is
denoted by 2.

If C is a clause then ∀(C) denotes the formula obtained by building the dis-
junction of all literals in C and closing all variables universally. For example if
C = {P (xS),¬Q(xS, f(yT ))} then ∀(C) = ∀xS ∀yT (P (xS) ∨ ¬Q(xS, f(yT ))). If
we want a variable in C not to be universally closed, we write ∀[xS] (C), i.e. for the
example ∀[xS] (C) = ∀yT (P (xS) ∨ ¬Q(xS, f(yT ))).
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Definition 2.2.5 (Formulas) Every literal is a formula. If F and G are formulas
then (¬F), (F ∧G), (F ∨G), (F ⇒ G) and (F ⇔ G) are formulas. If F is a formula
and xT a variable then (∀xT F) and (∃xT F) are formulas. We omit parenthesis
whenever possible using the following precedence starting from the logical connective
with the highest precedence to the lowest one: ¬,∀, ∃,∧,∨,⇒,⇔.

Definition 2.2.6 (Substitutions) A substitution σ is a total function σ:V → TΣ,
such that the set {xS∈V | σ(xS) ̸= xS } is finite.

Let DOM(σ): = {xS∈V | σ(xS) ̸= xS }. Since every substitution σ is uniquely
determined by its action on the variables of DOM(σ), it can be represented as
a finite set of variable–term pairs {xS1 7→ t1, . . . , xSn 7→ tn}, where DOM(σ) =
{xS1 , . . . , xSn}. We can extend the application of σ to TΣ by σ(t): = σ(t), if t∈V
and σ(t): = f(σ(t1), . . . , σ(tn)), if t = f(t1, . . ., tn). Similarly, the application of σ
can be extended to other objects, e.g. literals, clauses or sets of such objects. Let
COD(σ): = σ(DOM(σ)) and I(σ): = V (COD(σ)). A substitution σ is called ground
if I(σ) = ∅.

The composition of two substitutions σ = {xS1 7→ t1, . . . , xSn 7→ tn} and τ =
{yT1 7→s1, . . . , yTm 7→sm} can be computed by στ = {yT1 7→σ(s1), . . . , yTm 7→σ(sm)}∪
{xSi

7→ ti | xi∈(DOM(σ) − DOM(τ)) }. A substitution σ is called idempotent if
σσ = σ. Note that a substitution σ is idempotent iff DOM(σ) ∩ I(σ) = ∅. With
σ[xS] we denote a substitution that is equal to σ, except that it maps xS to xS.

Definition 2.2.7 (Subformula, Scope, Positive Component) Let F ,G,H be
formulas. F is a subformula of G, if F is G or a formula that occurs within G. F (or
a variable xT ) is in the scope of a universal quantifier ∀ (an existential quantifier ∃,
a conjunction ∧,. . .) iff F is a subformula of G (or H) in ∀xS G (∃xS G,G ∧H, . . .).
An occurrence of a subformula F in a formula G is a positive component of G iff G
contains no implication or equivalence symbols and the occurrence of F is not in
the scope of a negation symbol.

Definition 2.2.8 (Free, Bound Variables) For a formula F , the set FV (F) of
free variables of F [Gal86] is defined by:

• FV (P (t1, . . ., tn)) = V (t1) ∪ . . . ∪ V (tn) for an n–place predicate P

• FV (t<−S) = V (t) for the special relation <−
• FV (¬F) = FV (F)

• FV (F ⋆ G) = FV (F) ∪ FV (G), where ⋆∈{∧,∨,⇒,⇔}
• FV (∀xT F) = FV (F) \ {xT}
• FV (∃xT F) = FV (F) \ {xT}

Given a formula F , the set BV (F) of bound variables of F is given by:

• BV (P (t1, . . ., tn)) = ∅ for an n–place predicate P
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• BV (t<−S) = ∅ for the special relation <−
• BV (¬F) = BV (F)

• BV (F ⋆ G) = BV (F) ∪BV (G), where ⋆∈{∧,∨,⇒,⇔}
• BV (∀xT F) = BV (F) ∪ {xT}
• BV (∃xT F) = BV (F) ∪ {xT}

A variable xT is free within a formula F if xT∈FV (F) and xT is called bound within
a formula F if xT∈BV (F). Note that a variable can occur both free and bound in
a formula. For example the variable xS in the formula ∀xS P (xS) ∨ Q(xS) has this
property.

Assumption 2.2.9 (Considering only Sentences) We only consider formulas
without free variables. Such formulas are called sentences.

13



Chapter 3

Semantics

In order to define the semantics for LS , we have to assign a set of objects of the
non-empty universe to every sort symbol, a total function to every function symbol,
<− is interpreted as the membership relation and we interpret predicate symbols and
the logical connectives in the usual way.

3.1 Algebras

Definition 3.1.1 (Σ-algebra) Let Σ be a signature. A Σ-algebra A consists of a
non-empty carrier set A, a total function fA:A

n → A for every function symbol
f∈Fn, a set SA ⊆ A for every sort S and ⊤A: = A.

Definition 3.1.2 (Σ-assignment) Let A be a Σ-algebra. A Σ-assignment is a
partial mapping φ:V → A with φ(x)∈sort(x)A if x∈D(φ)1. The homomorphic
extension φh:TΣ → A of a Σ-assignment φ is defined as follows:

• φh(x) : = φ(x) for all Σ-variables x

• φh(f(t1, . . ., tn)) : = fA(φh(t1), . . . , φh(tn)) if ti∈D(φh)
and we define f(t1, . . ., tn)∈D(φh)

From now on we don’t distinguish between φ and φh. Let φ be a Σ-assignment,
a∈SA, x∈V with sort(x) = S and t∈TΣ then

• φ[{x/a}](t) : = a if t∈V and t = x.

• φ[{x/a}](t) : = φ(t) if t∈V and t ̸= x.

• φ[{x/a}](t) : = fA(φ[{x/a}](t1), . . . , φ[{x/a}](tn))
if t = f(t1, . . ., tn).

That means φ[{x/a}] is like φ except that it maps x to a.

1D(φ) denotes the domain of the function φ

14



3.2 Structures and Interpretations

Definition 3.2.1 (Σ-structure) Let Σ be a signature. A Σ-structure M is a Σ-
algebra A which has additional denotations PM for every predicate symbol P∈Pn

and the special symbol <−, such that:

• PM is a relation with PM ⊆ An

• <−M is the membership relation, i.e. <−M =∈

Definition 3.2.2 (Interpretation) Let M be a Σ-structure and φ:TΣ → A a
Σ-assignment. The pair ℑ = (M, φ) is called an interpretation and we define the
satisfiability relation |= between ℑ and formulas as follows: let F be a formula,
s, t∈TΣ, T∈S and P∈Pn:

• ℑ(t) = φ(t)

• ℑ |= P (t1, . . ., tn) iff ti∈D(φ) and (φ(t1), . . . , φ(tn))∈PM.

• ℑ |= s<−T iff s∈D(φ) and φ(s)∈TM.

• ℑ |= ∀xS F iff for all a∈SA, (M, φ[{xS/a}]) |= F
• ℑ |= ∃xS F iff there exists an a∈SA, (M, φ[{xS/a}]) |= F
• The logical connectives ¬,∧,∨,⇒,⇔ are interpreted in the usual way.

Note that the Σ-assignment φ is defined for every term occurring in a sentence.

Definition 3.2.3 (Σ-model, satisfiable, unsatisfiable, well-sorted) Let F be
a formula. An interpretation ℑ is a Σ-model for F if ℑ |= F . A set F of formulas
has a Σ-model ℑ if for every F∈F,ℑ |= F . A formula is called satisfiable if it has
a Σ-model. We call a formula unsatisfiable if it has no Σ-model.

3.3 Examples

Example 3.3.1 (Schubert’s Steamroller) The first example is the standard ex-
ample for the first complete order-sorted calculus given by Walther [Wal87].

Wolves, foxes, birds, caterpillars, and snails are animals, and there are some
of each of them. Also there are some grains, and grains are plants. Every
animal either likes to eat all plants or all animals much smaller than itself
that like to eat some plants. Caterpillars and snails are much smaller than
birds, which are much smaller than foxes, which in turn are much smaller
than wolves. Wolves do not like to eat foxes or grains, while birds like to eat
caterpillars, but not snails. Caterpillars and snails like to eat some plants.
Therefore there is an animal that likes to eat a grain-eating animal.
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This problem has been coded in first-order logic in many different ways. We adopt a
formulation proposed by Mark Stickel in [Sti86] where “grain-eating animal” refers
to an animal that eats some grain. We introduce two binary relations E and M ,
where E(x, y) means “x likes to eat y” and M(u, v) means “u is much smaller than
v” and the sort symbols G, P , C, B, S, F , W , A for grains, plants, caterpillars,
birds, snails, foxes, wolves, and animals respectively. In order to have only non-
empty sorts we introduce a constant for each of them. Then the following formulas
represent the steamroller problem:

1) ∀xW xW<−A ∧ ∀xF xF<−A ∧ ∀xB xB<−A ∧ ∀xC xC<−A ∧
∀xS xS<−A

2) lupo<−W ∧ foxy<−F ∧ tweety<−B ∧ raupy<−C ∧
schnecky<−S

3) muesli<−G ∧ ∀xG xG<−P
4) ∀xA (∀yP E(xA, yP ) ∨ ∀zA ((M(zA, xA) ∧ ∃vP E(zA, vP )) ⇒ E(xA, zA)))
5) ∀xC , yS, zB, x

′
F , y

′
W (M(xC , zB) ∧ M(yS, zB) ∧ M(zB, x

′
F ) ∧ M(x′

F , y
′
W ))

6) ∀xG, yF , zW (¬E(zW , yF ) ∧ ¬E(zW , xG))
7) ∀xB, yC , zS (E(xB, yC) ∧ ¬E(xB, zS))
8) ∀xC ∃yP E(xC , yP ) ∧ ∀xS ∃yP E(xS, yP )
9) ∃xA, yA, zG (E(xA, yA) ∧ E(yA, zG))

In [Sti86] different formalizations of the theorem are discussed. In order to
demonstrate our CNF-Algorithm (see Chapter 4, Example 4.2.3) we will use the
theorem formula ∃xA ∃yA (E(xA, yA) ∧ ∀xG E(yA, xG)). Choosing this representa-
tion of the theorem results in a more complicated resolution proof.

Example 3.3.2 (The Lion and the Unicorn) The second example is a puzzle
named “The Lion and the Unicorn”, that can be found in [Smu78]. It reads as
follows:

When Alice entered the forest of forgetfulness, she did not forget everything,
only certain things. She often forgot her name, and the most likely thing for
her to forget was the day of the week. Now, the lion and the unicorn were
frequent visitors to this forest. These two are strange creatures. The lion lies
on Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays and tells the truth on the other days
of the week. The unicorn, on the other hand, lies on Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays, but tells the truth on the other days of the week.
One day Alice met the lion and the unicorn resting under a tree. They made
the following statements:

Lion: Yesterday was one of my lying days.
Unicorn: Yesterday was one of my lying days.

From this statements, Alice, who was a bright girl, was able to deduce the
day of the week. What was it ?
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In our formalization of the problem we follow mainly the suggestions in [OSS85].
Thus our signature consists of the sorts Mo, Tu, We, Th, Fr, Sa and Su which stand
for the days of the week, the sorts LL and LU which denote the lying days of the
lion and the unicorn, respectively, a sort D for all days and a sort C for the two
creatures. The constants mon, tue, wed, thu, fri, sat and sun, the constants lion and
uni and a 1-place function f are needed. Furthermore we need a 3-place predicate
Lies(xC , yD , zD) which is true if the creature xC says at day yD that it lies at day
zD . Now we can give a complete set of formulas for this problem:

1) mon<−Mo ∧ tue<−Tu ∧ wed<−We ∧
thu<−Th ∧ fri<−Fr ∧ sat<−Sa ∧
sun<−Su

2) ∀xMo xMo<−LL ∧ ∀xTu xTu<−LL ∧ ∀xWe xWe<−LL ∧
∀xTh xTh<−| LL ∧ ∀xFr xFr<−| LL ∧ ∀xSa xSa<−| LL ∧
∀xSu xSu<−| LL

3) ∀xMo xMo<−| LU ∧ ∀xTu xTu<−| LU ∧ ∀xWe xWe<−| LU ∧
∀xTh xTh<−LU ∧ ∀xFr xFr<−LU ∧ ∀xSa xSa<−LU ∧
∀xSu xSu<−| LU

4) ∀xMo xMo<−D ∧ ∀xTu xTu<−D ∧ ∀xWe xWe<−D ∧
∀xTh xTh<−D ∧ ∀xFr xFr<−D ∧ ∀xSa xSa<−D ∧
∀xSu xSu<−D

5) ∀xLL xLL<−D ∧ ∀xLU xLU<−D
6) lion<−C ∧ uni<−C
7) ∀xMo f(xMo)<−Su ∧ ∀xTu f(xTu)<−Mo ∧ ∀xWe f(xWe)<−Tu ∧

∀xTh f(xTh)<−We ∧ ∀xFr f(xFr)<−Th ∧ ∀xSa f(xSa)<−Fr ∧
∀xSu f(xSu)<−Sa

8) ∀xD ∀yD (xD<−| LL ∧ Lies(lion, xD , yD) ⇒ yD<−LL)
9) ∀xD ∀yD (xD<−| LL ∧ ¬Lies(lion, xD , yD) ⇒ yD<−| LL)
10) ∀xD ∀yD (xD<−LL ∧ Lies(lion, xD , yD) ⇒ yD<−| LL)
11) ∀xD ∀yD (xD<−LL ∧ ¬Lies(lion, xD , yD) ⇒ yD<−LL)
12) ∀xD ∀yD (xD<−| LU ∧ Lies(uni, xD , yD) ⇒ yD<−LU)
13) ∀xD ∀yD (xD<−| LU ∧ ¬Lies(uni, xD , yD) ⇒ yD<−| LU)
14) ∀xD ∀yD (xD<−LU ∧ Lies(uni, xD , yD) ⇒ yD<−| LU)
15) ∀xD ∀yD (xD<−LU ∧ ¬Lies(uni, xD , yD) ⇒ yD<−LU)
16) ∃xD (Lies(lion, xD , f(xD)) ∧ Lies(uni, xD , f(xD)))

Comparing our formalization given so far with the formalization in [OSS85], we have
replaced the MEMBER predicate by the <− relation and we have tried to express as
much as possible in terms of sort.

Example 3.3.3 (Condensed Detachment) Condensed detachment is an infer-
ence rule that combines modus ponens and instantiation [Mer77]. The general tech-
nique is to code various problems into the term structure of first-order logic. Thus
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we only need one predicate symbol P expressing “is a theorem”. Solving examples
of this form with an automated theorem prover can be arbitrarily hard [MW92].
The example shown here is from the two-valued sentential calculus, where the 2-
place function i denotes implication and the 1-place function n negation. We give
an unsorted formalization:

1) ∀x, y (P (i(x, y)) ∧ P (x) ⇒ P (y))

2) ∀x, y, z P (i(i(x, y), i(i(y, z), i(x, z))))

3) ∀x P (i(i(n(x), x), x))

4) ∀x, y P (i(x, i(n(x), y)))

5) ∀x P (i(x, x))

We will prove that ( 1 ∧ 2 ∧ 3 ∧ 4) ⇒ 5.

3.4 Relativization

In this subsection we show how to transform formulas of LS into unsorted first-
order logic. This is useful for two reasons. Firstly, the aim of our approach is
not to develop a more expressive logic than unsorted first-order logic, but a sorted
first-order logic which can deal with taxonomic information in a more efficient way.
Secondly, if we can prove that the semantic and syntactic notations of both logics
are equivalent well known results from unsorted first-order logic can be taken over.
Therefore, we prove the model theoretic part of the sort theorem which states the
equivalence of the logics.

The transformation of the formulas will be done in two steps. The first step of
the transformation eliminates variables which have not sort ⊤. Then we use the
standard method [Wal87] to provide a unary predicate for each sort symbol and to
add the formula ∀x ⊤(x) to axiomatize the top sort.

Lemma 3.4.1 (Simple Properties) Let F be a formula, ℑ be an interpretation
and S a sort symbol, then:

• ℑ |= ∀xS F iff ℑ |= ∀x⊤ (x⊤<−S ⇒ {xS 7→x⊤}F) x⊤ /∈FV (F)

• ℑ |= ∃xS F iff ℑ |= ∃x⊤ (x⊤<−S ∧ {xS 7→x⊤}F) x⊤ /∈FV (F)

Proof: Can easily be seen by exploiting the semantics. 2

Algorithm 3.4.2 (Ψ: Eliminating variables with sorts different from ⊤) We
will now present an algorithm Ψ, which uses the equivalences of Lemma 3.4.1 to elim-
inate variables with sorts different from ⊤. We present our algorithms in terms of
nondeterministic rules, because this gives a better understanding of their properties
and the fundamental ideas.
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• Ψ(∀xS F) → ∀x⊤ (x⊤<−S ⇒ {xS 7→x⊤}Ψ(F)) x⊤ /∈FV (F)

• Ψ(∃xS F) → ∃x⊤ (x⊤<−S ∧ {xS 7→x⊤}Ψ(F)) x⊤ /∈FV (F)

• Ψ(¬F) → ¬Ψ(F)

• Ψ(F ⋆ G) → Ψ(F) ⋆Ψ(G) with ⋆∈{⇔,⇒,∧,∨}
• Ψ(P (t1, . . ., tn)) → P (t1, . . ., tn)

• Ψ(t<−S) → t<−S

Using Lemma 3.4.1 we find that Ψ(F) is logically equivalent to F for every formula
F . Obviously, Ψ terminates and Ψ(F) contains only variables of sort ⊤.

Before we show the transformation of our logic into first-order logic we have to
give a brief introduction. Mainly the syntax and semantics of the logics are the same.
The only differences are the sort symbols and the special relation <−. Therefore we
use similar syntactic and semantic notions by adding ′ to predicate and function
symbols of our logic. The sort symbols attached to variables are omitted. All this
leads to the corresponding symbols of unsorted first-order logic.

Definition 3.4.3 (Unsorted First-Order Logic) The first-order signature Σ′ is
given by Σ′: = (V′,F′,P′). Terms, atoms, literals and formulas are built in the
usual way. An interpretation ℑ′ = (M′, φ′) consists of a Σ′-structure M′ and a
total Σ′-assignment φ′:V′ → U which can be naturally extended to terms. The
Σ′-structure M′ consists of a non empty universe U, a total function f ′

U:Un → U
for each n-place function symbol f ′∈F′

n and a n-place relation P ′
M′ ⊆ Un for each

predicate symbol P ′∈P′
n. The evaluation of terms, atoms, literals, and formulas is

straightforward.

Algorithm 3.4.4 (Φ: Transformation into Unsorted First-Order Logic) Let
Σ: = (S,V,F,P) be a sorted signature and F be a Σ-sentence. Then the corre-
sponding Σ′-signature is given by Σ′: = (V′,F′,P′) where V′ is a countably infi-
nite set of variable symbols, F′: = { f ′ | f ′ is a new n-place function symbol for
every f∈Fn } and P′: = {P ′ | P ′ is a new n-place predicate symbol for every
P∈Pn } ∪ {S ′ | S ′ is a new 1-place predicate for every sort S∈S }. The algorithm Π
translates Σ-expressions in Σ′-expressions:

• Π(f(t1, . . ., tn)) → f ′(Π(t1), . . . ,Π(tn))

• Π(Qx⊤ F) → Qx Π(G)
where Q∈{∀,∃} and G is obtained by replacing every free occurrence of x⊤ in
F by x

• Π(¬F) → ¬Π(F)

• Π(F ⋆ G) → Π(F) ⋆ Π(G) with ⋆∈{⇔,⇒,∧,∨}
• Π(P (t1, . . ., tn)) → P ′(t′1, . . ., t

′
n)
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• Π(t<−S) → S ′(t′)

Then the corresponding set of Σ′-sentences is:

Φ(F) = Π(Ψ(F)) ∪ {∀x ⊤′(x)}

Theorem 3.4.5 (Sort Theorem) Let F be a sentence of LS . Then F has a Σ-
model iff Φ(F) has a Σ′-model.

Proof: It suffices to show that Ψ(F) has a Σ-model iff Φ(F) has a Σ′-model,
because Ψ(F) is equivalent to F according to Lemma 3.4.1

“⇒” Let ℑ = (M, φ) be a Σ-model for Ψ(F). Then we construct a Σ′-model
ℑ′ as follows: U: = A, functions and predicates are interpreted in M′ as they
are interpreted in M and the added unary predicates S ′

i for the sort symbols are
given by (S ′

i)M′ : = (Si)A. Especially (⊤′)M′ : = A. Obviously U is not empty and
ℑ′ |= ∀x ⊤′(x). Thus we only have to show by induction on the structure of formulas,
that ℑ |= Ψ(F) implies ℑ′ |= Π(Ψ(F)). We prove the non trivial parts only.

• Ψ(F) = P (t1, . . ., tn) for a n-place predicate symbol P∈Pn, then ℑ |= P (t1,
. . ., tn) implies ℑ′ |= P ′(t′1, . . ., t

′
n), because ℑ(P ) = ℑ′(P ′) and ℑ(ti) = ℑ′(t′i)

for every i by construction and by defining φ′(x): = φ(x) for all x∈V (P (t1, . . .,
tn)).

• Ψ(F) = ∀x⊤ (x⊤<−S ⇒ G), then ℑ |= ∀x⊤ (x⊤<−S ⇒ G) implies ℑ′ |=
∀x (S ′(x) ⇒ G ′), because U = ⊤A and we have (M, φ[{x⊤/a}]) |= x⊤<−S ⇒ G
for all a∈⊤A implies (M′, φ′[{x/a}]) |= S ′(x) ⇒ G ′ by induction hypothesis.
The case Ψ(F) = ∃x⊤ (x⊤<−S ∧ G) is similar to this one.

“⇐” Let ℑ′ = (M′, φ′) be a Σ′-model for Φ(F). Then we construct a Σ-model ℑ
as follows: the Σ-algebra A is defined with carrier A = ⊤′

M′ = U. A is not empty
because U is not empty. For every n-place function symbol f∈Fn, (u1, . . ., un)∈An

we define fA(u1, . . ., un) = f ′
M′(u1, . . ., un). For every sort symbol S∈S the set

S ′
M′ is assigned. SA ⊆ A because of ℑ′ |= ∀x ⊤′(x). For every n-place predicate

symbol P∈Pn we assign the relation PM: = P ′
M′ . Finally we show by induction on

the structure of formulas, that ℑ′ |= Π(Ψ(F)) implies ℑ |= Ψ(F).

• Π(Ψ(F)) = P ′(t′1, . . ., t
′
n) for a n-place predicate symbol P ′∈P′

n, then ℑ′ |=
P ′(t′1, . . ., t

′
n) implies ℑ |= P (t1, . . ., tn), because the fact that Π(Ψ(F)) is

a sentence of a special form ensures that φ′(x)∈(sort(x))A for all x∈V (P ′(t′1,
. . ., t′n))

• Π(Ψ(F)) = S ′(t′) then ℑ′ |= S ′(t′) implies ℑ |= t<−S by construction and the
above argumentation for the interpretation of t′.

• Π(Ψ(F)) = ∀x (S ′(x) ⇒ G ′) then ℑ′ |= ∀x (S ′(x) ⇒ G ′) implies ℑ |=
∀x⊤ (x⊤<−S ⇒ G) because a∈S ′

M′ implies a∈SA and the induction hypoth-
esis for G ′ and S ′(x) holds. The case Π(Ψ(F)) = ∃x (S ′(x) ∧ G ′) is similar
to this case.
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2

Theorem 3.4.6 (Compactness Theorem) A set F of LS sentences is satisfiable
iff every finite subset F ′ of F is satisfiable.

Proof: Follows from Theorem 3.4.5 and the fact that the Compactness Theorem
holds for first-order logic. 2
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Chapter 4

Clause Normal Form

4.1 Introduction

Resolution based deduction systems usually require a certain normal form of formu-
las, called “clause normal form”. In clause normal form negation symbols do only
occur in front of predicate symbols, all variables are universally quantified and the
whole formula is a conjunction of disjunctions, called clauses. In most sorted logics,
the process of transforming a formula into clause normal form is very similar to the
unsorted case, because they do not allow for empty sorts and declarations inside the
formula. In LS , this is all possible. Therefore, transformations have to be realized
more carefully.

The main differences between the standard algorithms [CL73, Lov78, SS89] and
our algorithm are as follows. Firstly, sets may be empty and therefore some standard
transformation rules don’t hold, e.g. the rule for extending the scope of a universal
quantifier. ∀xS F ∧ G is not equivalent to ∀xS (F ∧ G), where xS occurs free in F .
Consider an interpretation ℑ where SA = ∅ and ℑ|=/ G. Then ℑ |= ∀xS (F ∧ G) but
ℑ|=/ ∀xS F ∧ G. Secondly, Skolemization doesn’t work in the usual way, because
information about the domain and range sorts of a Skolem function has to be locally
provided. In other sorted logics [SS89] the sort information of a Skolem function can
be globally declared, but the example below shows that this does lead to an incorrect
transformation in our logic. The formula (∃xS P (xS) ∨ Q(a)) ∧ ∀xS xS<−| S has a
model, but the naive global skolemization (P (b) ∨ Q(a)) ∧ ∀xS xS<−| S ∧ b<−S has
no model, whereas the local Skolemization ((P (b) ∧ b<−S) ∨ Q(a)) ∧ ∀xS xS<−| S
preserves satisfiability. The necessity for doing local Skolemization results from
the combination of allowing empty sorts on the semantic level and negative sort
information on the syntactic one.

4.2 The CNF Algorithm

Definition 4.2.1 (Normal Forms) A formula F is said to be in negation normal
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form, if every negation symbol occurring in F stands directly in front of a predicate
symbol. F is in clause normal form, if F is in negation normal form and F =
F1 ∧ . . . ∧ Fn, where the Fi = ∀yS1 , . . . , ySn (L1 ∨ . . . ∨ Ln) , the Li are literals
and V ({L1, . . . , Ln}) = {yS1 , . . . , ySn}

Algorithm 4.2.2 (∆: Transformation in Clause Normal Form) The input of
the algorithm ∆ is a sorted logic sentence F , which is transformed into a set of
clauses ∆(F). ∆ includes seven steps which are applied incrementally. A step is
finished if none of its rules is applicable.

Step1: Use the rules

• F ⇔ G → (F ⇒ G) ∧ (G ⇒ F)

• F ⇒ G → ¬F ∨ G

to eliminate implications and equivalences. Note that the two rules establish a naive
equivalence elimination, because formulas may grow exponentially in size and are
highly redundant after performing the elimination. Here standard techniques as
described in [Soc90, Soc91] can be applied.

Step2: Use the rules

• ¬∀xS F → ∃xS ¬F
• ¬∃xS F → ∀xS ¬F
• ¬(F ∧ G) → ¬F ∨ ¬G
• ¬(F ∨ G) → ¬F ∧ ¬G
• ¬(¬F) → F

to move the negation sign inwards.

Step3: Use the rules

• ∀xS (F ∨ G) → ∀xS F ∨ G
xS /∈FV (G)

• ∃xS (F ∧ G) → ∃xS F ∧ G
xS /∈FV (G)

• ∀xS (F ∧ G) → ∀xS F ∧ ∀xS G
xS∈FV (F) and xS∈FV (G)

• ∃xS (F ∨ G) → ∃xS F ∨ ∃xS G
xS∈FV (F) and xS∈FV (G)

• ∀xS ∀yT (F ∨ G) → ∀yT ∀xS (F ∨ G)
yT∈FV (F) and yT∈FV (G), but either xS /∈FV (F) or xS /∈FV (G)
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• ∃xS ∃yT (F ∧ G) → ∃yT ∃xS (F ∧ G)
yT∈FV (F) and yT∈FV (G), but either xS /∈FV (F) or xS /∈FV (G)

to move the quantifiers inwards. These rules are not necessary for Skolemization, but
are useful to get small Skolem functions, which increase efficiency of the refutation
process.

Step4: Rename all variables, such that different quantifiers have different variables.

Step5: From left to right remove all existential quantifiers. Let F = ∃xS G be the for-
mula of the current existential quantifier. Let ∀yS1 . . . ∀ySn be the universal quan-

tifiers which have F in their scope. Then replace F by
(
{xS 7→f(yS1 , . . . , ySn)}G ∧

f(yS1 , . . . , ySn)<−S
)
where f is a new n-place Skolem function. If we have S = ⊤,

we can skip the declaration f(yS1 , . . . , ySn)<−S.

Step6: Use the rules

• H ∨ (F ∧ G) → (H ∨ F) ∧ (H ∨ G)
• ∀xS (F ∧ G) → ∀xS F ∧ ∀xS G
• (∀xS F) ∨ G → ∀xS (F ∨ G)

and variable renaming to transform the formula into the form F = F1 ∧ . . . ∧ Fn,
where the Fi = ∀xS1 . . . ∀xSn L1 ∨ . . . ∨ Lm and the Li are literals. Again the
rule may grow the formula exponentially in size. The growing can be prevented by
introducing new predicates regarded as abbreviations for subformulas.

Step7: Use the rule

• ∀xS1 . . . ∀xSn (L1 ∨ . . . ∨ Lm) → ∀xS1 . . . ∀xSi−1
∀x⊤ ∀xSi+1

∀xSn (L1 ∨
. . . ∨ Lm ∨ x⊤<−| Si)
where xSi

/∈FV (L1 ∨ . . . ∨ Lm) and x⊤ is a new variable

to ensure that a variable occurs in a disjunction L1 ∨ . . . ∨ Lm iff it occurs in
the universal quantifiers in front of the disjunction. After having applied the above
rule, we reach the clause normal form of the input formula.

The rule can be further improved. We only need to add the additional literals
of the form x⊤<−| S for variables xS, if no different variable of sort S is bound by
the universal quantifier. For example the formula ∀xS, yS P (xS) can be transformed
into ∀xS P (xS).

Now we can drop the quantifiers and switch to the clause oriented notation by
transforming all disjunctions into clauses and the whole conjunction in a set of
clauses.

Note that dropping the quantifiers and assuming all variables to be universally
quantified is not a correct operation if the disjunctions of Step6 contain free variables
or there are variables which do not occur in the literals of a disjunction but in the
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universal quantifiers. For example the formula ∀xS P (a) ∧ ¬P (a) has a model, but
P (a) ∧ ¬P (a) is unsatisfiable. Also ∀xS (P (xS) ∨ Q(yT )) ∧ ¬P (a) ∧ ¬Q(b) ∧
a<−S ∧ b<−T is satisfiable, but dropping the quantifiers and assuming all variables
to be universally quantified leads to an unsatisfiable formula. Therefore we demand
sentences to be the input of ∆.

Example 4.2.3 (Applying ∆) The following example demonstrates the transfor-
mation of the complicated theorem formula of Example 3.3.1 in clause normal form.

¬(∃xA ∃yA (E(xA, yA) ∧ ∀xG E(yA, xG)))
⋆→ ∀xA ∀yA (¬E(xA, yA) ∨ ∃xG ¬E(yA, xG))

using the rules of Step2

→ ∀yA ∀xA (¬E(xA, yA) ∨ ∃xG ¬E(yA, xG))
using Step3, fifth rule

→ ∀yA (∀xA ¬E(xA, yA) ∨ ∃xG ¬E(yA, xG))
using Step3, first rule

→ ∀yA (∀xA ¬E(xA, yA) ∨ (¬E(yA, f(yA)) ∧ f(yA)<−G))
using Step5 where f is a new 1-place Skolem function. Without having applied
the rules of Step3 we would have got a 2-place Skolem function

→ ∀yA ((∀xA ¬E(xA, yA) ∨ ¬E(yA, f(yA))) ∧ (∀zA ¬E(zA, yA) ∨ f(yA)<−G))
using Step6, first rule and variable renaming

→ ∀yA (∀xA ¬E(xA, yA) ∨ ¬E(yA, f(yA))) ∧ ∀uA (∀zA ¬E(zA, uA) ∨ f(uA)<−G)
using Step6, second rule and variable renaming

⋆→ ∀yA ∀xA (¬E(xA, yA) ∨ ¬E(yA, f(yA))) ∧ ∀uA ∀zA (¬E(zA, uA) ∨ f(uA)<−G)
using Step6, third rule

→ {{¬E(xA, yA),¬E(yA, f(yA))} , {¬E(zA, uA), f(uA)<−G}}
using Step7

Example 4.2.4 (Schubert’s Steamroller) We present the set of clauses obtained
from applying the algorithm to the formulas presented in Example 3.3.1. The the-
orem was negated.

(1) {xW<−A} (2) {xF<−A} (3) {xB<−A}
(4) {xC<−A} (5) {xS<−A} (6) {lupo<−W}
(7) {foxy<−F} (8) {tweety<−B} (9) {raupy<−C}
(10) {schnecky<−S} (11) {muesli<−G} (12) {xG<−P}
(13) {E(xA, yP ),¬M(zA, xA),¬E(zA, vP ), E(xA, zA)}
(14) {M(xC , zB)} (15) {M(yS, zB)} (16) {M(zB, xF )}
(17) {M(xF , yW )} (18) {¬E(zW , yF )} (19) {¬E(zW , xG)}
(20) {E(xB, yC)} (21) {¬E(xB, zS)} (22) {E(xC , f(xC))}
(23) {f(xC)<−P} (24) {E(xS, g(xS))} (25) {g(xS)<−P}
(26) {¬E(xA, yA),¬E(yA, zG)}
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Example 4.2.5 (The Lion and the Unicorn) We present the set of clauses ob-
tained by applying the algorithm to the formulas presented in Example 3.3.2. The
theorem was negated.

(1) {mon<−Mo} (2) {tue<−Tu} (3) {wed<−We}
(4) {thu<−Th} (5) {fri<−Fr} (6) {sat<−Sa}
(7) {sun<−Su} (8) {xMo<−LL} (9) {xTu<−LL}
(10) {xWe<−LL} (11) {xTh<−| LL} (12) {xFr<−| LL}
(13) {xSa<−| LL} (14) {xSu<−| LL} (15) {xTh<−LU}
(16) {xFr<−LU} (17) {xSa<−LU} (18) {xSu<−| LU}
(19) {xMo<−| LU} (20) {xTu<−| LU} (21) {xWe<−| LU}
(22) {xMo<−D} (23) {xTu<−D} (24) {xWe<−D}
(25) {xTh<−D} (26) {xFr<−D} (27) {xSa<−D}
(28) {xSu<−D} (29) {xLL<−D} (30) {xLU<−D}
(31) {lion<−C} (32) {uni<−C} (33) {f(xMo)<−Su}
(34) {f(xTu)<−Mo} (35) {f(xWe)<−Tu} (36) {f(xTh)<−We}
(37) {f(xFr)<−Th} (38) {f(xSa)<−Fr} (39) {f(xSu)<−Sa}
(40) {xD<−LL,¬Lies(lion, xD , yD), yD<−LL}
(41) {xD<−LL,Lies(lion, xD , yD), yD<−| LL}
(42) {xD<−| LL,¬Lies(lion, xD , yD), yD<−| LL}
(43) {xD<−| LL,Lies(lion, xD , yD), yD<−LL}
(44) {xD<−LU ,¬Lies(uni, xD , yD), yD<−LU}
(45) {xD<−LU ,Lies(uni, xD , yD), yD<−| LU}
(46) {xD<−| LU ,¬Lies(uni, xD , yD), yD<−| LU}
(47) {xD<−| LU ,Lies(uni, xD , yD), yD<−LU}
(48) {¬Lies(lion, xD , f(xD)),¬Lies(uni, xD , f(xD))}

Example 4.2.6 (Condensed Detachment) We present the set of clauses ob-
tained by applying the algorithm to the formulas presented in Example 3.3.3. The
theorem is negated.

(1) {¬P (i(x, y)),¬P (x), P (y)}
(2) {P (i(i(x, y), i(i(y, z), i(x, z))))}
(3) {P (i(i(n(x), x), x))}
(4) {P (i(x, i(n(x), y)))}
(5) {¬P (i(a, a))}

We can use the CNF-algorithm in order to transform unsorted formulas also, if the
top sort ⊤ is attached to all variables of the problem.

4.3 Properties of ∆

We prove that the usual properties of CNF-algorithms also hold for ∆. The termi-
nation of the algorithm can be shown by assigning an appropriate measure to every
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step, which decreases with every rule application. We can easily show by contradic-
tion that ∆(F) is in clause normal form for every sorted logic sentence F . Now we
focus on the remaining logical properties of ∆.

Lemma 4.3.1 (Correctness of Replacing Positive Components) If F is a pos-
itive component of a formula G and G ′ is obtained from G by replacing F in G by a
formula F ′ and if there is a model ℑ for the set of formulas {G,F ⇒ F ′}, then G ′

has model ℑ.
Proof: The proof is a direct extension of the proof in [Lov78]. 2

Theorem 4.3.2 (Soundness and Completeness of ∆) Let F be a sentence. Then
F has a model ℑ iff ∆(F) has a model ℑ′.

Proof: Except for Step5, both parts of each conversion rule are equivalent, so for
these rules there is nothing to show. It remains to consider the elimination of the
existential quantifiers. Wlog. we can assume that there is only one Skolemization
step. Let G = ∃xS H be the formula with the existential quantifier being eliminated,
∀yS1 . . . ∀ySn be the universal quantifiers which have G in their scope and G ′ =
{xS 7→ f(yS1 , . . . , ySn)}H ∧ f(yS1 , . . . , ySn)<−S be the formula obtained from G
after elimination of the existential quantifier.

“⇒” Let ℑ = (M, φ) be a model for F , (Si)A ̸= ∅ for every i and (M, φ[{yS1/a1, . . .,
ySn/an}]) |= ∃xS H for an arbitrary Σ-assignment φ[{yS1/a1, . . . , ySn/an}] with
ai∈(Si)A for all i. We will now extend ℑ to a model ℑ′ which satisfies ∆(F). If ∃xS H
holds, there must be an a∈SA, such that (M, φ[{yS1/a1, . . . , ySn/an, xS/a}]) |= H.
Now define ℑ′ like ℑ except that fA(a1, . . . , an) = a. Thus we have ℑ′ |= {F ,G ⇒
G ′} and together with Lemma 4.3.1 we conclude ℑ′ |= ∆(F).

“⇐” Let ℑ′ = (M′, φ′) be a model for ∆(F), (Si)A ̸= ∅ for every i and (M′, φ′[{yS1/a1,
. . . , ySn/an}]) |= G ′ for a Σ-assignment φ′[{yS1/a1, . . . , ySn/an}] with ai∈(Si)A for
all i. Then fA(a1, . . ., an)∈SA. Therefore ℑ′ |= ∃xS H and application of Lemma
4.3.1 proves the theorem. 2
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Chapter 5

The Basic Resolution Calculus

In this section we will develop a sound and complete resolution calculus for sorted
logic. From the computational point of view the question is how the sort information
can be used to reduce the number of possible resolution steps and how to deal with
taxonomic information in an efficient way. There are lots of answers to this question
for standard sorted logics [SS89]. At first sight these results don’t apply here, because
in LS the sort information is part of the formulas itself and therefore any question
concerning the structure of the sort information is undecidable and can e.g. not
be attacked by efficient sorted unification algorithms. So our first answer to the
question how the sort information can be exploited is a basic calculus which uses
unsorted unification.

In the next chapter we will show how sorted unification can be established in
this dynamic environment.

5.1 The Herbrand Theorem

The development of the calculus will be done by the usual two steps. First we
investigate the ground case and then lift this result to the general case.

Before defining the ground term structure we should make a remark on the sort
⊤. The clause set {{a<−| ⊤}} is unsatisfiable, because every object is of sort ⊤. This
implies that we should be able to refute this clause set. As the standard resolution
rule does not apply to one literal we introduce the ⊤-reduction rule which allows to
delete literals of the form t<−| ⊤.

As well sortedness is not decidable in our logic, we have to change the usual
instantiation rule. The idea is to add a literal of the form t<−| S for every variable
xS which is replaced by a term t. A ground instance of the clause {P (xS)} is
{P (a), a<−| S} applying the ground substitution {xS 7→ a}. The intuitive semantics
of the clause is “if a is an element of sort S, then P (a) holds”. From an unsorted
point of view we just delay the introduction of the sort literals. The unsorted
formalization of {P (xS)} is {P (x),¬S ′(x)} which yields {P (a),¬S ′(a)} using the
unsorted substitution {x 7→a} and the unsorted instantiation rule.
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Definition 5.1.1 (Conditioned Literals) Let σ be a substitution. Then the set
of conditioned literals Cond(σ) of σ is defined as Cond(σ): = { (t<−| T ) | there is an
xT∈DOM(σ) with σ(xT ) = t }.

Definition 5.1.2 (Conditioned Instantiation of Clauses) Let C = {L1, . . .,
Ln} be a clause and σ a substitution. Then σ↓C: = {σ(L1), . . . , σ(Ln)} ∪ Cond(σ)
is called a conditioned instance of C.

The conditional literals of the form t<−| T handle the case that σ is not well sorted,
i.e. in some interpretation ℑ, ℑ(t)/∈ℑ(T ). So either for every variable xT∈DOM(σ),
ℑ(σ(xT ))∈ℑ(T ) or some of the added literals become true.

Lemma 5.1.3 (Soundness of Conditioned Instantiation) For every interpre-
tation ℑ, substitution σ and clause C, ℑ |= ∀ (C) implies ℑ |= ∀ (σ↓C).

Proof: We prove the lemma by induction on the number of variables in DOM(σ):

|DOM(σ)| = 0: σ↓C = C and therefore the lemma holds trivially.

|DOM(σ)| = n + 1: let xS∈DOM(σ) with σ(xS) = t. If xS /∈V (C) then σ[xS]↓
C ⊆ σ↓C and the lemma is proven by induction hypothesis. So assume xS∈V (C),
V (σ↓C) = {yS1 , . . . , ySn} and ℑ = (M, φ) is a model for ∀ (C). If SA = ∅, then
ℑ |= (t<−| S) and because (t<−| S)∈(σ↓C) we conclude ℑ |= σ↓C. If SA ̸= ∅, let
φ[{yS1/a1, . . . , ySn/an}] be an arbitrary assignment for the variables of σ ↓C. If
φ[{yS1/a1, . . . , ySn/an}](t)/∈SA we again have (M, φ[{yS1/a1, . . . , ySn/an}]) |= t<−| S
and thus (M, φ[{yS1/a1, . . . , ySn/an}]) |= σ ↓C. If φ[{yS1/a1, . . . , ySn/an}](t)∈SA
with φ[{yS1/a1, . . . , ySn/an}](t) = a, then we conclude ℑ |= ∀ (σ↓C), because ℑ |=
∀ (σ[xS]↓C) by induction hypothesis and a∈SA. . 2

Lemma 5.1.4 (Associativity of Conditioned Instantiation) Let σ, τ be two
substitutions and C = {L1, . . ., Ln} be a clause. If DOM(σ) ∩ DOM(τ) = ∅, then
τ↓(σ↓C) = (τσ)↓C.

Proof:

(τσ)↓C
= { (τσ)(L1), . . . , (τσ)(Ln)}∪{(t<−| T ) | there is an xT∈DOM(τσ) with (τσ)(xT ) =

t }
according Definition 5.1.2

= { (τσ)(L1), . . . , (τσ)(Ln)} ∪ {τ(t<−| T ) | there is an xT∈DOM(σ) with σ(xT ) =
t } ∪ { (s<−| S) | there is an xS∈(DOM(τ) \DOM(σ)) with τ(xS) = s }
according Definition 2.2.6

= {(τσ)(L1), . . . , (τσ)(Ln)} ∪ { τ(t<−| T ) | there is an xT∈DOM(σ) with σ(xT ) =
t } ∪ { (s<−| S) | there is an xS∈DOM(τ) with τ(xS) = s }
because DOM(σ) ∩DOM(τ) = ∅
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= τ↓
(
{σ(L1), . . . , σ(Ln)} ∪ { t<−| T | there is an xT∈DOM(σ) with σ(xT ) = t }

)
according Definition 5.1.2

= τ↓(σ↓C)

2

Definition 5.1.5 (Herbrand Set of Clauses) Let F be a sentence, then theHer-
brand clause set ∆(F)H is defined as follows: ∆(F)H : = {σ↓C | C∈∆(F) and σ is
a ground substitution with DOM(σ) = V (C) }

Definition 5.1.6 (Herbrand Interpretation) A Herbrand interpretation ℑH is
a set ℑH of ground literals satisfying the following conditions:

• There are no literals L1 and L2 in ℑH which are equal as atoms but L1 is
positive and L2 is negative or vice versa

• For every ground term t, t<−⊤ is in ℑH

A Herbrand model of a Herbrand clause set ∆(F)H , is a Herbrand interpretation
ℑH such that for every clause CH∈∆(F)H :CH ∩ ℑH ̸= ∅. If ℑH is a Herbrand
model for a Herbrand clause set CSH , we write ℑH |= CSH or ℑH |= CH for a clause
CH∈CSH .

Lemma 5.1.7 (Compatibility of Σ-models and Herbrand models) Let F be
a sentence, CS: = ∆(F) and CSH : = ∆(F)H . Then CS has a Σ-model ℑ iff CSH

has a Herbrand model ℑH .

Proof:

“⇒” Let ℑ = (M, φ) be a Σ-model for CS. Then ℑH : = {L | L is a ground literal
and ℑ |= L }. ℑH is a Herbrand interpretation. Now we prove by contradiction
that ℑH is a Herbrand model for CSH . Suppose there is a clause CH∈CSH with
CH ∩ ℑH = ∅. We know that CH is an instantiation of a clause C∈CS. That
means C = {L1, . . ., Ln} and there exists a ground substitution σ = {yS1 7→
t1, . . . , ySn 7→ tn} with DOM(σ) = V (C) and σ↓C = CH . If ℑ(ti)/∈(Si)A for some
i, then ℑ |= ti<−| Si and this contradicts CH ∩ ℑH = ∅. So ℑ(ti)∈(Si)A for all i.
Therefore (M, φ[{yS1/ℑ(t1), . . . , yS1/ℑ(t1)}])|=/ C. But C is universally closed over
the ySi

, hence this contradicts the assumption that ℑ is a Σ-model for CS.

“⇐” Let ℑH be a Herbrand model for CSH . We construct a Σ-model as follows:
The Σ-algebra A is defined with carrier A: = { t | t is a ground term }, for every
sort S∈S a set SA: = { t | (t<−S)∈ℑH } is assigned and for every f∈Fn, fA(t1, . . .,
tn): = f(t1, . . ., tn). Note that we have ⊤A = A.

Next we define a Σ-structure M by adding PM: = { (t1, . . ., tn) | P (t1, . . .,
tn)∈ℑH } for every P∈Pn.What we have defined so far is a kind of initial model
for CS which is based on a ground term algebra. So from now on we can drop the
differences between terms and their interpretations. To finish the proof we show by
contradiction that ℑ = (M, φ) is a Σ-model for CS.
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Assume ℑ is not a Σ-model for CS. Then there is a clause C∈CS with ℑ|=/ ∀ (C)
Let V (C) = {yS1 , . . . , ySn} be the variables occurring in C. As ℑ is not a model for
C, we have (Si)A ̸= ∅ for every i and there is a Σ-assignment φ[{yS1/t1, . . . , ySn/tn}]
with ti∈(Si)A and (M, φ[{yS1/t1, . . . , ySn/tn}])|=/ C. But there is a clause CH∈CSH

with CH = {yS1 7→ t1, . . . , ySn 7→ tn} ↓C and ℑH |= CH . Thus there is at least
one literal L which is both in CH and ℑH . If L is a literal introduced by con-
ditioned instantiation, we have a contradiction against Definition 5.1.6. If L is
an instance of a literal occurring in C we have (M, φ[{yS1/t1, . . . , ySn/tn}]) |= L
and hence (M, φ[{yS1/t1, . . . , ySn/tn}]) |= C contradicting the assumption that
(M, φ[{yS1/t1, . . . , ySn/tn}])|=/ C. 2

Theorem 5.1.8 (Herbrand Theorem) Let F be a sentence, CS and CSH be the
above defined clause sets. Then CS is unsatisfiable iff there is a finite subset of CSH

which is unsatisfiable.

Proof:

“⇒” We show this part by contradiction. Assume CS is unsatisfiable and every finite
subset of CSH is satisfiable. Then because of Theorem 3.4.6, CSH is satisfiable and
with Lemma 5.1.7 CS is satisfiable, which contradicts our assumption.

“⇐” If CSH has a finite unsatisfiable subset, CSH has no Herbrand model and with
Lemma 5.1.7 CS has no Σ-model. 2

5.2 Ground Resolution

The next step towards a sound and complete calculus is to define a resolution rule
on ground level. For this rule we have to prove the soundness and completeness, i.e.
we prove that a set of ground clauses is unsatisfiable iff there is a derivation of the
empty clause using ground resolution. The only difference between the resolution
calculus for the sorted logic and the resolution rule for unsorted first-order logic is
a rule eliminating literals of the form t<−| ⊤.

Definition 5.2.1 (Ground Resolution Rule) Let C1 and C2 be ground clauses,
L1∈C1 and L2∈C2. If L1 and L2 are two complementary literals, thenRg(C1, C2, L1, L2): =
(C1 \ {L1}) ∪ (C2 \ {L2}) is a ground resolvent of C1 and C2.

Definition 5.2.2 (⊤-Reduction Rule) Let C be a ground clause containing a
literal t<−| ⊤, then Eg(C, t<−| ⊤): = C \ {t<−| ⊤} is an ⊤-reduction of C.

Lemma 5.2.3 (Ground Resolution and ⊤-Reduction are Sound) Let C1 and
C2 be ground clauses, L1∈C1 and L2∈C2, L1 and L2 be complementary literals, then
for every interpretation ℑ having ℑ |= C1 and ℑ |= C2, ℑ |= Rg(C1, C2, L1, L2) holds.
If (t<−| ⊤)∈C1 then for every interpretation ℑ with ℑ |= C1, ℑ |= Eg(C1, t<−| ⊤) holds.

Proof: The proofs are obvious. 2
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Lemma 5.2.4 (Unsatisfiability of Ground Unit Clauses) Let CS be an un-
satisfiable set of ground unit clauses. Then CS is unsatisfiable iff CS contains two
unit clauses with complementary literals or a clause {t<−| ⊤}.
Proof: We will prove the following equivalent conjecture: a set CS of ground
unit clauses has a Σ-model iff CS does not contain complementary literals and no
literal t<−| ⊤.

“⇒” If CS has a Σ-model, then by Lemma 5.1.7, CS has a Herbrand model and
therefore CS does not contain complementary literals and no literal t<−| ⊤.

“⇐” If CS does not contain complementary literals and no literal t<−| ⊤, then CS
can be turned into a Herbrand model and using Lemma 5.1.7 we conclude that CS
has a Σ-model. 2

Lemma 5.2.5 (Ground Resolution and ⊤-Reduction are Complete) Let CS
be an unsatisfiable set of ground clauses. Then there exists a derivation of the empty
clause using ground resolution and ⊤-reduction.

Proof: The lemma is proved by induction on the k-parameter [AB70], k(CS): =∑ {|C| − 1 | C∈CS}, where |C| is the number of literals in the clause C.

If k(CS) = 0, then from Lemma 5.2.4 we follow that CS contains two clauses with
complementary literals or a clause {t<−| ⊤}. Hence one ground resolution step or one
⊤-reduction step yields the empty clause.

If k(CS) > 0, then there exists a non-unit clause C. Doing a case analysis, we
separate C into two parts C1 and C2 and obtain two unsatisfiable clause sets CS1

and CS2 by replacing C by C1 or C2, respectively. Since k(CSi) < k(CS), there are
refutations of CS1 and CS2 by ground resolution. As all clauses are ground, these
resolution proofs can be combined to a resolution proof of the empty clause in CS.

2

5.3 Unsorted Unification

After proving the soundness and completeness on the ground level, we will now show
how to lift these results on the general level where we also deal with variables. One
problem that arises is that if some terms are syntactically equal on ground level
they need not to be equal on the general level. For example the ground literals
P (f(a)),¬P (f(a)) are syntactically equal if we disregard their sign. Suppose they
stem from two literals P (xS),¬P (f(xT )) after applying the ground substitution
σ = {xS 7→f(a), xT 7→a}. Clearly P (xS) and ¬P (f(xT )) are not syntactically equal
and the unification task is now to find a more general substitution which equals the
literals.

Since unification works as in unsorted first-order logic, we give only a brief in-
troduction to unification. A lot of efficient unification procedures are known, e.g.
[PW78, MM82]. For reasons of simplicity we will present a rule based version of
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the Robinson [Rob65] unification procedure following [MM82]. We use the standard
notions for unification [Sie89].

Definition 5.3.1 (Notions for Unification) Two objects (terms, atoms, liter-
als) t1 and t2 are called unifiable, iff there exists a substitution σ such that σ(t1) =
σ(t2). In this case the substitution σ is called a unifier of t1 and t2. A unifier σ
of two objects t1 and t2 is called an mgu (most general unifier), iff for every uni-
fier λ of t1 and t2 there exists a substitution τ , such that τσ = λ. If L1 = P (t1,
. . ., tn) and L2 = P (s1, . . ., sn) are two literals with no variables in common,
then Γ = {t1 = s1, . . . , tn = sn} is called the unification problem for L1 and
L2. A substitution σ solves a unification problem Γ = {t1 = s1, . . . , tn = sn},
iff σ(t1) = σ(s1), . . . , σ(tn) = σ(sn). A unification problem Γ is called solved, iff
Γ = {xS1 = t1, . . . , xSn = tn} where the xSi

are variables, xSi
/∈V (tj) and xSi

̸= xSj

for every i and j.

Algorithm 5.3.2 (An Unsorted Unification Algorithm) The input of the al-
gorithm is a unification problem Γ, which is changed by the following six rules until
it is solved or the problem is found to be unsolvable:

• ({xS = xS} ∪ Γ) → (Γ)

• ({f(t1, . . ., tn) = f(s1, . . ., sn)} ∪ Γ) → ({t1 = s1, . . . , tn = sn} ∪ Γ)

• ({xS = t} ∪ Γ) → ({xS = t} ∪ {xS 7→ t}Γ)
if xS is a variable, t a non-variable term and xS /∈V (t), xS∈V (Γ)

• ({t = xS} ∪ Γ) → ({xS = t} ∪ Γ)
if xS is a variable and t a non-variable term

• ({f(t1, . . ., tn) = g(s1, . . . , sm)} ∪ Γ) → STOP.FAIL
if f ̸= g

• ({xS = t} ∪ Γ) → STOP.FAIL
if xS∈V (t)

If Γ = {t1 = s1, . . . , tn = sn} is a unification problem, then the above unification
algorithm always terminates on Γ. If the algorithm stops with failure there is no
substitution σ solving Γ. Otherwise Γ is solved and the corresponding substitution
σ is an mgu of the term pairs (t1, s1), . . . , (tn, sn).

Assumption 5.3.3 (Properties of Unifiers) Note that every substitution σ cor-
responding to a unification problem Γ solved by the above unification algorithm is
idempotent and introduces no new variables. So from now on we assume that unifiers
are idempotent substitutions in the variables of the unified terms.

Lemma 5.3.4 (Relationship MGU and Ground Unifier) Let L1, . . ., Ln be
some atoms, σ a ground substitution with σ(L1) = . . . = σ(Ln) and λ an mgu of
the Li. Then σλ = σ.
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Proof: As λ is an mgu, we know the existence of a ground substitution τ with
τλ = σ. Now we have σλ = τλλ = τλ = σ, where the second equation holds
because λ is idempotent. 2

5.4 General Resolution

The idea of the general resolution rule is to simulate every ground resolution step on
the general level using unification. Thus the general resolution rule is similar to the
ground rule, except that the syntactical equality of literals is not given in advance,
but has to be produced by unification.

The idea of the completeness proof for general resolution is to simulate every
step of the ground proof by a general resolution step. The problem that always
arises at this point is the merging of literals on ground level. Consider the ground
clause set {

{P (a), Q(a), a<−| S, a<−| T}, {¬P (a)}, {¬Q(a)}, {a<−T}, {a<−S}
}

obtained from the clause set{
{P (xS), P (xT ), Q(yS)}, {¬P (a)}, {¬Q(a)}, {a<−T}, {a<−S}

}
using conditioned instantiation by the ground substitution

σ = {xS 7→a, xT 7→a, yS 7→a}

On ground level we can apply the ground resolution rule to the clauses {P (a),
Q(a), a<−| S, a<−| T} and {¬P (a)} yielding the clause {Q(a), a<−| S, a<−| T}. On the gen-
eral level we can compute the clauses {P (xT ), Q(yS), a<−| S},{P (xS), Q(yS), a<−| T},
but both still contain a literal starting with predicate symbol P . What we need is a
kind of merging rule on the general level. This rule is usually called “factorization”
and allows the merging of literals having equal signs and predicate symbols by in-
stantiation. Therefore we apply the factorization substitution τ = {xS 7→ xT} for
our example first resulting in the clause {P (xT ), Q(yS), xT<−| S} and then perform
the resolution step with {¬P (a)} yielding {Q(yS), a<−| S, a<−| T}. This clause has the
desired property of the corresponding ground resolvent {Q(a), a<−| S, a<−| T} being an
instantiation of it.

The factorization problem is also well known from unsorted first-order logic. In
LS there are two more problems resulting from the conditioned literals. Let’s con-
sider the above example again. On ground level we can perform a resolution step be-
tween the clauses {P (a), Q(a), a<−| S, a<−| T} and {a<−S} yielding {P (a), Q(a), a<−| T}.
On the general level this step is not possible, because there is no complementary
literal for a<−S in {P (xS), P (xT ), Q(yS)}. Note that the literal a<−| S on ground
level is introduced by conditioned instantiation. Thus we cannot lift every ground
level step to the general level, but we will show that there is always an ordering on
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the ground level steps such that every step is liftable. Coming back to our exam-
ple we first have to resolve between {P (xS), P (xT ), Q(yS)} and {¬P (a)} yielding
{Q(yS), a<−| S, a<−| T}. Afterwards we can lift the resolution step using a<−S.

At this point the second problem occurs. The general resolvent of {Q(yS), a<−| S,
a<−| T} and {a<−S} is {Q(yS), a<−| T}, but the corresponding ground resolvent {Q(a),
a<−| T} is not a conditioned instance of the general clause. The corresponding condi-
tioned instance would be {Q(a), a<−| T , a<−| S}. The reason for this divergence is the
merging of two conditioned literals on ground level. In general this problem cannot
be solved by reordering the resolution steps, so we may have to perform several steps
on the general level to lift one ground level step.

Definition 5.4.1 (Factor) Let C = {L1, . . ., Ln} be a clause, {Li, Lj} ⊆ C (i ̸=
j), and σ a mgu of {Li, Lj}, i.e. σ(Li) = σ(Lj), then F (C,Li, Lj): = σ↓C is called a
factor of C.

Lemma 5.4.2 (Factorization is Sound)
If C = {L1, . . ., Ln} is a clause and F (C,Li, Lj) a factor of C for every interpretation
ℑ having ℑ |= ∀ (C), ℑ |= ∀ (F (C,Li, Lj)) holds.

Proof: Follows from Lemma 5.1.3 2

Definition 5.4.3 (General Resolution Rule) Let C1 and C2 be two clauses with
no variables in common, L∈C1 and K∈C2. If there exists an mgu σ of L and K,
such that σ(L) and σ(K) become two complementary literals then

R(C1, C2, L,K): = σ↓
(
(C1 \ {L}) ∪ (C2 \ {K})

)
is a resolvent of C1 and C2.

Definition 5.4.4 (General ⊤-Reduction Rule) Let C be a clause and (t<−| ⊤)∈C,
then

E(C, t<−| ⊤): = (C \ {t<−| ⊤}) ∪ {xS<−| S | xS∈V (t), S ̸= ⊤}

is called a ⊤-Reduction of C.

Lemma 5.4.5 (Resolution and ⊤-Reduction are Sound) Let C1 and C2 be
two clauses with no variables in common, L∈C1 and K∈C2. If resolution using
the literals L and K is possible then for every interpretation ℑ having ℑ |= ∀ (C1)
and ℑ |= ∀ (C2), ℑ |= ∀ (R(C1, C2, L,K)) holds. If (t<−| ⊤)∈C1 then for every inter-
pretation ℑ with ℑ |= ∀ (C1), ℑ |= ∀ (E(C1, t<−| ⊤)) holds.

Proof: For the resolution rule we have: for every interpretation ℑ, ℑ |= σ(L) and
ℑ |= σ(K) do not hold both. Thus together with Lemma 5.4.2 and Lemma 5.1.3 we
obtain the desired result.

For the ⊤-reduction rule we know that ℑ |= ∀ (t<−| ⊤) iff there is at least one
variable xS∈V (t) such that Sℑ = ∅ iff ℑ |= ∀xS xS<−| S. 2
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Lemma 5.4.6 (Refutations yield ground substitutions) Let CS be a set of
clauses such that different clauses are variable disjoint. If CS can be refuted by res-
olution, i.e. the empty clause can be derived, then the resulting overall substitution
is a ground substitution.

Proof: by induction on the number n of resolution steps.

n = 1 The only possibility for a one step refutation are two ground unit clauses or
a clause {t<−| ⊤}.
n > 1 Let us choose an arbitrary resolution step of the refutation between clauses
C1 and C2, literals L,K and substitution σ, according Definition 5.4.3. By induction
hypothesis the refutation using CS ∪R(C1, C2, L,K) yields a ground substitution τ
for the variables of the clauses used in the refutation. Now assume for a variable
xS∈(V (C1) ∪ V (C2)) that xS /∈DOM(τ). Then xS∈DOM(σ), with σ(xS) = t and
(t<−| S)∈R(C1, C2, L,K). Thus xS is substituted by the ground term τ(t).

The same argumentation holds for a factorization or an ⊤-reduction step. 2

Lemma 5.4.7 (Distributivity of Conditioned Instantiation) Let C1 = {L1,
. . ., Ln} and C2 = {K1, . . . , Km} be two clauses having no variables in common,
L1∈C1 and K1∈C2 and σ be a substitution. If σ(L1)/∈Cond(σ) and σ(K1)/∈Cond(σ),
then

σ↓
(
(C1 \ {L1}) ∪ (C2 \ {K1})

)
= (σ↓C1 \ {σ(L1)}) ∪ (σ↓C2 \ {σ(K1)})

Proof:

σ↓
(
(C1 \ {L1}) ∪ (C2 \ {K1})

)
= σ↓({L2, . . . , Ln} ∪ {K2, . . . , Km})
= {σ(L2), . . . , σ(Ln)} ∪ {σ(K2), . . . , σ(Km)} ∪ Cond(σ)

according Definition 5.1.2

= ({σ(L2), . . . , σ(Ln)} ∪ Cond(σ)) ∪ ({σ(K2), . . . , σ(Km)} ∪ Cond(σ))

=
(
({σ(L1), . . . , σ(Ln)}\{σ(L1)})∪Cond(σ)

)
∪
(
({σ(K1), . . . , σ(Km)}\{σ(K1)})∪

Cond(σ)
)

=
(
({σ(L1), . . . , σ(Ln)}∪Cond(σ))\{σ(L1)}

)
∪
(
({σ(K1), . . . , σ(Km)}∪Cond(σ))\

{σ(K1)}
)

= (σ↓C1 \ {σ(L1)}) ∪ (σ↓C2 \ {σ(K1)})

2

Lemma 5.4.8 (Ground Substitutions swallow more general substitutions)
Let C = {L1, . . ., Ln} be a clause, C ′ = {K1, . . . , Km} be a set of atoms, σ a ground
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substitution with DOM(σ) = V (C ′) and σ(K1) = . . . = σ(Km) and let λ be the
mgu of {K1, . . . , Km}, then

σ↓(λ↓C) = σ↓C

Proof:

σ↓(λ↓C)

= σ↓({λ(L1), . . . , λ(Ln)} ∪ Cond(λ))

= {(σλ)(L1), . . . , (σλ)(Ln)} ∪ σ(Cond(λ)) ∪ Cond(σ)

= {σ(L1), . . . , σ(Ln)} ∪ σ(Cond(λ)) ∪ Cond(σ)
follows from Lemma 5.3.4

= {σ(L1), . . . , σ(Ln)} ∪ Cond(σ)
as λ is more general than σ, we have σ(Cond(λ)) ⊆ Cond(σ)

= σ↓C

2

Lemma 5.4.9 (Resolvent Lifting I) Let C1 = {L1, . . ., Ln} and C2 = {K1, . . .,
Km} be two clauses with no variables in common. Let σ be a ground substi-
tution such that for two arbitrary literals L1 and K1 with σ(L1)/∈Cond(σ) and
σ(K1)/∈Cond(σ), σ(L1) and σ(K1) are complementary there exists a sequence of
factorization steps and a resolvent R(C ′

1, C
′
2, L

′, K ′) such that

Rg(σ↓C1, σ↓C2, σ(L1), σ(K1)) = σ↓R(C ′
1, C

′
2, L

′
1, K

′
1)

Proof: Let {Li1 , . . . , Lik} ⊆ C1 be the set of literals which merge with L1 by σ and
{Kj1 , . . . , Kjh} the corresponding set for C2. Let λ1 be the mgu of {L1, Li1 , . . . , Lik},
λ2 the mgu of {K1, Kj1 , . . . , Kjh} and λ = λ1 ∪ λ2, F ∗(C1, L1, Li) = λ1 ↓ C1,
F ∗(C2, K1, Kj) = λ2↓C2 (we use F ∗() as an abbreviation for the necessary sequence
of binary factorization steps) and δ the mgu of λ(L1) and λ(K2).

σ↓R(λ1↓C1, λ2↓C2, λ1(L1), λ2(K1))

= σ↓(δ↓((λ1↓(C1 \ {L1}) ∪ (λ2↓(C2 \ {K1})))
according Definition 5.4.3

= σ↓(δ↓(λ↓((C1 \ {L1}) ∪ (C2 \ {K1})))
because λ = λ1 ∪ λ2 and the clauses are variable disjoint

= σ↓((δλ)↓((C1 \ {L1}) ∪ (C2 \ {K1})))
follows from Lemma 5.1.4

= σ↓((C1 \ {L1}) ∪ (C2 \ {K1})))
follows from Lemma 5.4.8, because (δλ) is the mgu of the set of atoms
{atom(L1), atom(Li1), . . . , atom(Lik), atom(K1), atom(Kj1), . . . , atom(Kjh)}
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= (σ↓C1 \ {σ(L1)}) ∪ (σ↓C2 \ {σ(K1)})
follows from Lemma 5.4.7

= Rg(σ↓C1, σ↓C2, σ(L1), σ(K1))

2

Lemma 5.4.10 (⊤-Reduction Lifting I) Let C be a clause, (t<−| ⊤)∈C, σ a ground
substitution with σ(t<−| ⊤)<−| Cond(σ), then there exists an ⊤-reduction such that

Eg(σ↓C, σ(t<−| ⊤)) = σ↓E(C ′, t′<−| ⊤)

Proof: Let {L1, . . . , Lk} ⊆ C be the set of literals which merge with t<−| ⊤ by σ.
Let λ be the mgu of {t<−| ⊤, L1, . . . , Lk}, such that F ∗(C, t<−| ⊤, Li) = λ↓C.

σ↓E(λ↓C, λ(t<−| ⊤))

= σ↓(λ↓C \ {λ(t<−| ⊤)} ∪ λ({xS<−| S | xS∈V (λ(t)), S ̸= ⊤}))
= σ↓(λ↓C) \ {σ(λ(t<−| ⊤))} ∪ σ(λ({xS<−| S | xS∈V (λ(t)), S ̸= ⊤}))

by Lemma 5.4.7

= σ↓C \ {σ(t<−| ⊤)} ∪ σ({xS<−| S | xS∈V (λ(t)), S ̸= ⊤})
by Lemma 5.4.8

= σ↓C \ {σ(t<−| ⊤)}
because for all xS∈V (t) we have xS∈V (C) and for the added literals of the
form xS<−| S we have S ̸= ⊤

= Eg(σ↓C, σ(t<−| ⊤))

2

Lemma 5.4.11 (Resolvent Lifting II) Let C1 = {L1, . . ., Ln} and C2 = {K1, . . .,
Km} be two clauses with no variables in common. Let σ be a ground substitution
such that for two arbitrary literals L1 and K1 with σ(L1) and σ(K1) are comple-
mentary and wlog. let σ(L1)∈Cond(σ), then there exists a resolvent R(C1, C2, L,K)
such that

Rg(σ↓C1, σ↓C2, σ(L1), σ(K1)) ∪ {σ(L1)} = σ↓R(C1, C2, L1, K1)

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.4.9. We only have to change
Lemma 5.4.7 slightly in σ↓((C1 \ {L1}) ∪ (C2 \ {K1})) = (σ↓C1 \ {σ(L1)}) ∪ (σ↓
C2 \ {σ(K1)}) ∪ {σ(L1}. 2

Remark 5.4.12 (Relaxing the lifting Lemmata) We can relax the premises of
Lifting I and Lifting II by assuming two clauses C1,C2 and two ground clauses
C1g,C2g with σ↓C1 = C1g∪{L1g, . . . , Ln′g} and σ↓C2 = C2g∪{K1g, . . . , Km′g}. For the
potentially complementary literals L1 and K1 we have σ(L1)∈C1g and σ(K1)∈C2g.
Then the following equations
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Rg(C1g, C2g, σ(L1), σ(K1)) ∪ {L1g, . . . , Ln′g} ∪ {K1g, . . . , Km′g}
=

σ↓R(C1, C2, L1, K1)

Rg(C1g, C2g, σ(L1), σ(K1)) ∪ {L1g, . . . , Ln′g} ∪ {K1g, . . . , Km′g} ∪ {σ(L1)}
=

σ↓R(C1, C2, L1, K1)

hold for Lifting I and Lifting II respectively.

For the ⊤-reduction rule we also have the corresponding lifting Lemma II and
the corresponding relaxation.

Theorem 5.4.13 (Completeness of the Rules) Let CS be an unsatisfiable set
of clauses. Then there exists a derivation of the empty clause using resolution,
factorization and ⊤-reduction.

Proof: If CS is unsatisfiable, Theorem 5.1.8 guarantees the existence of a finite
and unsatisfiable set CSH of ground clauses. With Lemma 5.2.5 we know that it is
possible to derive the empty clause from CSH using ground resolution and ground
⊤-reduction. Now we show by induction on the k-parameter that the ground proof
can be lifted to a proof using resolution, factorization and ⊤-reduction as defined in
Definitions 5.4.3, 5.4.4, 5.4.1.

k(CSH) = 0: We have derived the empty clause on ground level from two ground
unit clauses C1g and C2g or a ground unit clause {t<−| ⊤}. In the case of having
performed performed a resolution step, the parent clauses are conditioned instances
of two clauses C1,C2 using a ground substitution σ, e.g. {C1, C2} ⊆ CS, σ↓C1 = C1g

and σ↓C2 = C2g. Now we have to distinguish two cases.
Firstly, if the premises of Lemma 5.4.9 are satisfied by C1, C2, C1g and C2g we

can directly lift this step and have derived the empty clause on the general level.
Secondly, if the premises of Lemma 5.4.11 are satisfied by C1, C2, C1g and C2g we
can also lift the ground step, but we obtain a clause C ′ ̸= 2 on the general level.
But as C1g and C2g are ground unit clauses, we have C ′ = C1g or C ′ = C2g. Thus
one more resolution step yields the empty clause on the general level, too.

If we perform a ⊤-reduction step in order to get the empty clause, this step can
be lifted to a step on the general level directly.

k(CSH) > 0: There is at least one clause Cg∈CSH with |Cg| > 1. We also know of
the existence of a clause C∈CS with σ↓C = Cg. Again we have to distinguish two
cases.

Firstly, if we can split the clause Cg into two nonempty clauses C1g and C2g such
that we can also split C into two nonempty clauses C1 and C2 with σ1↓C1 = C1g

and σ2↓C2 = C2g we are done by induction hypothesis.
Secondly, if we cannot split Cg in the way mentioned above, we have at least one

literal Lg∈Cg and a literal L∈C with σ(L) = Lg. By induction hypothesis we can
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lift the refutation of CSH \ {Cg} ∪ {{Lg}} using C as the general clause for {Lg}.
This can be done following Remark 5.4.12 where we use the relaxed lifting lemma
versions for steps involving clauses stemming from {Lg}. As a result we obtain a
general clause C ′ with either σ′↓C ′ = Cg \ {Lg} or σ′↓C ′ = Cg (σ′ is the restriction
of σ to the variables occurring in C ′). In the first case we have finished the proof
by induction hypothesis. In the second case, we again try to split Cg and C ′ in the
described way. This process terminates because as a consequence of Lemma 5.4.6
V (C ′) ⊂ V (C) is valid. 2
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Chapter 6

The Calculus CLS

The calculus introduced in Chapter 5 is on half the way to a sorted calculus. It uses
the additional expressiveness of sorted logic but doesn’t exploit the information
about sorts by special reasoning mechanisms. For sorted logic the right way to do
the sorted reasoning is to use a sorted unification algorithm. This point of view
is more efficient than a theory resolution [Sti85] or constraint resolution [Bue91]
approach to sorted reasoning.

In this chapter we introduce our sorted unification algorithm which is an exten-
sion of the unification algorithm given in [SS89]. For the algorithm we need one
additional rule rejecting unification problems which contain variables with empty
sorts. Additionally we need to be able to deal with “conditioned” declarations.
Translating the sort structure of [Wal87, SS89] into sorted logic we obtain a set of
unit clauses containing declarations. In our logic declarations may occur together
in a clause with arbitrary literals. They are “conditioned” by other literals. In
Section 6.3 we will show that me must consider “conditioned” declarations in order
to get a complete calculus.

6.1 Sorted Unification

Definition 6.1.1 (Conditioned Objects) A pair (t<−S,C) is called a conditioned
declaration (conditioned term, conditioned substitution) if C is a set of literals and
t<−S a declaration (term, substitution). A conditioned object (t, C) is called ground
if t is ground.

Definition 6.1.2 (Well Sorted Terms) Let L<− be a set of conditioned declara-
tions. Then the set of conditioned well sorted terms Tc

L<−,S of sort S is recursively
defined by:

• for every variable xS∈V, (xS, ∅)∈Tc
L<−,S

• for every conditioned declaration (t<−S,C)∈L<− (S ̸= ⊤) with V (t) = {xS1 , . . .,
xSn} and conditioned terms (ti, Ci)∈Tc

L<−,Si
, σ: = {xS1 7→ t1, . . . , xSn 7→ tn},

(σ(t), σ(C) ∪ C1 . . . ∪ Cn)∈Tc
L<−,S
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• for every term t we have (t, ∅)∈Tc
L<−,⊤

We define TL<−,S: = {(t, C) | (t, C)∈Tc
L<−,S and C = ∅}. Tc

L<−,gr,S stands for the

set of conditioned well sorted ground terms of sort S. Obviously Tc
L<−,gr,S = {(t, C) |

(t, C)∈Tc
L<−,S and t is ground }. Thus we always have TL<−,gr,⊤ = Tc

L<−,gr,⊤ ̸= ∅,
Tc

L<−,gr,S ⊆ Tc
L<−,S and TL<−,S ⊆ Tc

L<−,S.
For the unification algorithm it is useful to define a binary relation ⊑ which

denotes the subsort relationship. If S and T are sorts, then we define S ⊑ T iff there
exists a variable xS with xS∈Tc

L<−,T . Note that if there exists a variable xS∈Tc
L<−,T

there are infinitely many variables of sort S in Tc
L<−,T . The relation S ⊑ T implies

Tc
L<−,S ⊆ Tc

L<−,T .
Seldom we are interested in the condition part of a conditioned object. We say

that t∈Tc
L<−,S if there is a set of literals C such that (t, C)∈Tc

L<−,S. Similarly we say

that a declaration (t<−S)∈L<− if there is a set of literals C such that (t<−S,C)∈L<−. If
not necessary we do not mention the conditioned part of a conditioned substitution.

Lemma 6.1.3 (Correctness of Well Sorted Terms) Let L<− be a set of condi-
tioned declarations. Then for every interpretation ℑ = (M, φ) with ℑ |= L<− and
every conditioned term (t, C)∈Tc

L<−,S with V ((t, C)) ⊆ DOM(φ) we have φ(t)∈ℑ(S)
or ℑ |= C.

Proof: By structural induction according to Definition 6.1.2 2

Definition 6.1.4 (Well Sorted Substitutions) A conditioned substitution σc =
(σ,C) is called well sorted with respect to the set of declarations L<− if for every
xSi

∈DOM(σ), (σ(xSi
), Ci)∈Tc

L<−,Si
and C =

∪
Ci.

The composition of two well sorted substitutions can be computed by σc(τc): =
(σ(τ), σ(K) ∪ C ′), where σc = (σ,C), τc = (τ,K) and C ′ is the restriction of C to
the conditions of the variables in DOM(σ)\DOM(τ). The result of the composition
is again a well sorted substitution. Thus the set of all well sorted substitutions builds
a monoid.

Definition 6.1.5 (Notions for Sorted Unification) In order to define well sorted
unification, we have to extend Definition 5.3.1. A unification problem Γ = {xS1 =
t1, . . . , xSn = tn} is called well sorted solved with respect to a set of declarations L<−
if Γ is solved and for every variable xSi

we have ti∈Tc
L<−,Si

.

Algorithm 6.1.6 (The Sorted Unification Algorithm) The input of the algo-
rithm is a unification problem Γ, which is changed by the following thirteen rules
until it is solved or the problem is found to be unsolvable:

(1) ({xS = xS} ∪ Γ) → Γ

(2) ({xS = t} ∪ Γ) → ({xS = t} ∪ {xS 7→ t}Γ)
if xS is a variable, t a term and xS /∈V (t), xS∈V (Γ)
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(3) ({t = xS} ∪ Γ) → ({xS = t} ∪ Γ)
if xS is a variable and t a non-variable term

(4) ({xS = t} ∪ Γ) → STOP.FAIL
if xS∈V (t) and t ̸= xS

(5) ({f(t1, . . ., tn) = f(s1, . . ., sn)} ∪ Γ) → ({t1 = s1, . . . , tn = sn} ∪ Γ)

(6) ({f(t1, . . ., tn) = g(s1, . . . , sm)} ∪ Γ) → STOP.FAIL
if f ̸= g

(7) Γ → STOP.FAIL
if there exists a variable xS∈V (Γ) such that Tc

L<−,gr,S = ∅

(8) ({xS = yT} ∪ Γ) → STOP.FAIL
if S ̸= ⊤, T ̸= ⊤, yT /∈Tc

L<−,S and xS /∈Tc
L<−,T and there is no common subsort

of S and T and there are no conditioned declarations (f(s1, . . ., sn)<−S ′)∈L<−,
S ′ ⊑ S and (f(t1, . . ., tn)<−T ′)∈L<−, T

′ ⊑ T

(9) ({xS = f(t1, . . ., tn)} ∪ Γ) → STOP.FAIL
if S ̸= ⊤, xS /∈V (f(t1, . . ., tn)), f(t1, . . ., tn)/∈Tc

L<−,S and there is no declaration

(f(s1, . . ., sn)<−S ′)∈L<−, S
′ ⊑ S

(10) ({xS = f(t1, . . ., tn)}∪Γ) → ({xS = f(t1, . . ., tn)}∪{t1 = s1, . . . , tn = sn}∪Γ)
if S ̸= ⊤, xS /∈V (f(t1, . . ., tn)), f(t1, . . ., tn)/∈TL<−,S and there is a conditioned
declaration (f(s1, . . ., sn)<−S ′)∈L<−, S

′ ⊑ S

(11) ({xS = yT} ∪ Γ) → ({yT = xS} ∪ Γ)
if xS∈Tc

L<−,T and yT /∈TL<−,S

(12) ({xS = yT} ∪ Γ) → ({xS = zV } ∪ {yT = zV } ∪ Γ)
if S ̸= ⊤, T ̸= ⊤, xS /∈TL<−,T and yT /∈TL<−,S and V is a maximal sort with
V ⊑ S and V ⊑ T

(13) ({xS = yT} ∪ Γ) → ({xS = f(s1, . . ., sn)} ∪ {yT = f(t1, . . ., tn)} ∪ {s1 =
t1, . . . , sn = tn} ∪ Γ)
if S ̸= ⊤, T ̸= ⊤, yT /∈TL<−,S and xS /∈TL<−,T and there are conditioned decla-
rations (f(s1, . . ., sn)<−S ′)∈L<−, S

′ ⊑ S and (f(t1, . . ., tn)<−T ′)∈L<−, T
′ ⊑ T

and S ′ ̸⊑ T ′ and T ′ ̸⊑ S ′

In order to compute a well sorted substitution from a solved unification problem,
we have to do the following. Let Γ = {xS1 = t1, . . . , xSn = tn} be the solved unifica-
tion problem, then σ: = {xS1 7→ t1, . . . , xSn 7→ tn} is the corresponding unconditioned
most general well sorted unifier. σc: = (σ,C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Cn ∪D) is a most general well
sorted unifier if we have (ti, Ci)∈Tc

L<−,Si
and D is a minimal set of conditions under

which we have Tc
L<−,gr,Si

̸= ∅ for all xSi
∈I(σ). Thus from a solved unification prob-

lem we may be able to compute several (but only finitely many) most general well
sorted unifiers.
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Lemma 6.1.7 (Correctness of the Unification Algorithm) The unification al-
gorithm is correct.

Proof: Can be easily proved for the rules. The proof is achieved by showing that
every well sorted (ground) substitution solving the problem after the application of
a rule solves the original problem. 2

If there is no conditioned declaration in L<− and sorts are assumed to be non-
empty our unification algorithm simplifies to the algorithm of [SS89]. In this case
our algorithm computes a minimal set of most general unifiers and we know that the
unification problem is undecidable and of type infinitary. In the case of conditioned
declarations it is not possible to characterize a minimal set of mgu’s without “looking
into the conditions”. At the end of the algorithm we just collect the conditions.
Therefore our algorithm may compute a non minimal set of mgu’s. Nevertheless the
algorithm is complete in the sense that we can lift every ground step using sorted
unification.

Lemma 6.1.8 (Completeness of the Unification Algorithm) Let Γ be a uni-
fication problem and τc a well sorted ground substitution which solves Γ. Then our
algorithm computes a well sorted mgu σc which solves Γ such that there is a well
sorted ground substitution λc with λc(σc) = τc.

Proof: Straightforward using the techniques given in [SS89]. 2

Our completeness result is weaker than the completeness result given in [SS89].
But it is sufficient to show the completeness of our sorted calculus. It is not straight-
forward (and maybe not possible) to obtain a more general result, because this
implies a very careful and exact examination of the conditions. The theory coded
in the conditions may be arbitrarily complex. Nevertheless there are possible im-
provements, e.g. if σc = (σ,C) and τc = (τ,K) are two mgu’s generated by the
algorithm and if there is a well sorted substitution λc = (λ,D) such that λ(σ) = τ
and (λ(C) ∪ D′) ⊆ K, where D′ is the restriction of D to the conditions of the
variables in DOM(λ) \DOM(σ) we can skip τc. This corresponds to an application
of subsumption on the clause level.

6.2 Examples for Sorted Unification

In the following we present a bunch of examples illustrating the different phenomena
coming up with our sorted unification algorithm. Firstly, we show the properties
of the algorithm not using conditioned declarations. Secondly, we target on the
question of what happens if we need to consider conditioned declarations. The
application of the algorithm to our examples is discussed in Chapter 8.

We start with the following set of (unconditioned) declarations: L<−: = {(a<−S, ∅),
(a<−T, ∅), (f(yS)<−S, ∅), (f(yT )<−T, ∅)} and the unification problem Γ0 = {xS = xT}.
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We have Tc
L<−,S = TL<−,S = {a, f(a), f(yS), f(f(a)), . . . , xS, yS, . . .} and Tc

L<−,T =

TL<−,T = {a, f(a), f(yT ), f(f(a)), . . . , xT , yT , . . .}, where all well sorted terms are
unconditioned. Applying the algorithm results in the following unification problems:

Γ0 = {xS = xT}

The only rule applicable is rule 13 resulting in the two new problems

Γ01 = {xS = a, xT = a}
Γ02 = {xS = f(yS), xT = f(yT ), yS = yT}

Problem Γ01 is solved. Again we are able to apply rule 13 in order to solve problem
Γ02. Thus we obtain the following mgu’s

σ1 = {xS 7→a, xT 7→a}
σ2 = {xS 7→f(a), xT 7→f(a)}
σ3 = {xS 7→f(f(a)), xT 7→f(f(a))}

...

Again all declarations are unconditioned and therefore we can skip the conditioned
part of the unifiers. This well known example [Wal87, SS89] shows that we may
obtain infinitely many most general well sorted unifiers.

Now we replace some of the unconditioned declarations by conditioned declara-
tions. We choose L<−: = {(a<−S, ∅), (a<−T, ∅), (f(yS)<−S, {P (yS)}), (f(yT )<−T, {R(yT )})}.
Thus TL<−,S = {a, xS, yS, . . .} and Tc

L<−,S = {a, xS, yS, . . ., (f(a), {P (a)}), (f(yS),
{P (yS)}), (f(f(a)), {P (a), P (f(a))}), . . .}. The sets TL<−,T and Tc

L<−,T have a simi-
lar structure. Again an unconditioned term is denoted by the term itself. Solving the
same problem as above, we get the same solved problems but different conditioned
unifiers:

σc1 = ({xS 7→a, xT 7→a}, ∅)
σc2 = ({xS 7→f(a), xT 7→f(a)}, {P (a), R(a)})
σc3 = ({xS 7→f(f(a)), xT 7→f(f(a))},

{P (a), R(a), P (f(a)), R(f(a))})
...

In order to make clear why we choose t∈Tc
L<−,S as a success condition for a pair

xS = t occurring in a unification problem but t∈TL<−,S as a stop condition for the
sorted rules (no sorted rule is applicable to an equation xS = t with t∈TL<−,S) con-
sider the next example. We choose L<−: = {(xS<−T, {P (xS)}), (xS<−V, ∅), (xA<−S, ∅),
(xA<−T, ∅), (a<−A, {Q(a)})} and solve the unification problem

Γ0 = {xV = xT}

The only applicable rule is rule 12 using the conditioned declarations xS<−T and
xS<−V resulting in the problem
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Γ01 = {xV = xS, xT = xS}

The problem is solved because we have xS∈Tc
L<−,V and xS∈Tc

L<−,T . But the rule

12 is still applicable because xS /∈TL<−,T . Another application of rule 12 using the
declarations xA<−S and xA<−T leads to

Γ011 = {xV = xS, xT = xA, xS = xA}

and after another application of rule 2 using the equation xS = xA we end up in the
solved problem

Γ0111 = {xV = xA, xT = xA, xS = xA}

The problems Γ01 and Γ0111 represent the two conditioned unifiers

σ01 = ({xV 7→xS, xT 7→xS}, {P (xS), Q(a)})
σ0111 = ({xV 7→xA, xT 7→xA, xS 7→xA}, {Q(a)})

The unifier σ0111 is not subsumed by σ01 because it contains less conditions. The
condition Q(a) ensures that the sort A is not empty, i.e. Tc

L<−,gr,A ̸= ∅.

6.3 The Sorted Inference Rules

Now we present the sorted counterparts of the inference rules given in Chapter 5.
Instead of adding conditional literals, the sorted rules apply the sorted unification
algorithm where the well sortedness of the unifier is checked.

Definition 6.3.1 (Sorted Factor) Let C = {L1, . . ., Ln} be a clause, {Li, Lj} ⊆
C (i ̸= j), and σc = (σ,D) a well sorted mgu of {Li, Lj}, i.e. σ(Li) = σ(Lj), then
F (C,Li, Lj): = σ(C) ∪D is called a sorted factor of C.

Definition 6.3.2 (Sorted Resolution Rule) Let C1 and C2 be two clauses with
no variables in common, L∈C1 and K∈C2. If there exists a well sorted mgu σc =
(σ,D) of L and K, such that σ(L) and σ(K) become two complementary literals
then

R(C1, C2, L,K): = σ((C1 \ {L}) ∪ (C2 \ {K})) ∪D

is a sorted resolvent of C1 and C2.

Definition 6.3.3 (Sorted ⊤-Reduction Rule) Let C be a clause and let (t<−| ⊤)∈C,
with Tc

L<−,gr,S ̸= ∅ for every xS∈V (t) under some minimal conditions D then

E(C, t<−| ⊤): = (C \ {t<−| ⊤}) ∪D

is called a sorted ⊤-Reduction of C.
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Lemma 6.3.4 (Correctness of the Rules) Let CS be a set of clauses and L<− a
set of declarations, such that every declaration in L<− occurs in a clause in CS and
the other literals of the clause constitute the condition of the declaration. Then the
rules sorted resolution, sorted factorization, and sorted ⊤-reduction are correct.

Proof: Follows from the form of the rules, Lemma 6.1.3 and Lemma 6.1.7 2

There still remains an open question: which declarations we have to select for L<−
in order to obtain a complete calculus. The general idea is to reduce the number of
declarations which have to be taken into account deciding unification. We will show
that it is necessary and sufficient to arbitrarily choose from every clause containing
declarations only, one declaration to build the well sorted terms. This has to be
done dynamically during the derivation process, i.e. if we have derived a new clause
only containing positive declarations we may have to change the set L<−. On the
other hand no declaration which occurs in a clause containing different literals has
to be taken into consideration. These clauses typically occur if the membership of
an object to a sort depends on certain properties or some other relations are defined
by means of sorts.

The minimal set of literals for building the well sorted terms, is the set of decla-
rations occurring in unit clauses, because every interpretation satisfying the clause
set satisfies these literals. The following example shows that this set is too small for
a complete calculus.

Example 6.3.5 (Considering Declarations in Unit Clauses is not Sufficient)

Let CS be the clause set CS =
{
{P (xA)}, {P (xB)}, {¬P (a)}, {¬P (b)}, {a<−A, b<−B}

}
.

If we only take declarations in unit clauses into account we have L<− = ∅ and there-
fore Tc

L<−,gr,A = Tc
L<−,gr,B = ∅. There is no well sorted resolution step. But CS is

unsatisfiable as the following refutation shows (we use the calculus given in Chap-
ter 5). From {P (xA)} and {¬P (a)} we derive {a<−| A}. Using {a<−A, b<−B} we
conclude {b<−B}. {P (xB)} and {¬P (b)} lead to {b<−| B} and finally we succeed in
deriving the empty clause by using {b<−B}.

The problem in Example 6.3.5 is the clause {a<−A, b<−B} which triggers a case
analysis in the refutation proof. The example shows that we can not disregard such
clauses. We have to extend the set of declarations used for building the well sorted
terms by exactly one literal from each clause containing declarations only. But these
declarations are conditioned, i.e. not every interpretation satisfying the clause set
satisfies the declaration we choose. Therefore we must keep track of the conditions
for the declaration. This leads to the definitions of the previous section.

Now we will develop the definitions and lemmata which enable us to proof the
completeness of the calculus.

Definition 6.3.6 (Declaration Clause) A clause C is called a declaration clause
if C consists of declarations only.
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Let CS be a clause set. We define LU
<−: = {(t<−S, ∅) | t<−S occurs in CS in a unit

clause}, LM
<− : = {(t<−S,C ′) | t<−S occurs in a clause C in CS, and C = {t<−S} ∪C ′},

and LC
<−: = {(ti<−Si, C

′
i) | such that for each declaration clause Ci∈CS we choose

exactly one declaration ti<−Si with Ci = {ti<−Si} ∪ C ′
i}.

Lemma 6.3.7 (Refutations yield Well Sorted Ground Substitutions) Let CS
be a set of clauses. If we can derive the empty clause from CS using the inference
rules of Chapter 5 then the resulting overall ground substitution τ is well sorted
with respect to LM

<− .

Proof: by induction on the number of variables in DOM(τ)
Wlog. we assume that CS is a clause set such that every clause in CS is used exactly
once in the refutation proof and all clauses are variable disjoint. If τ is the overall
ground substitution then DOM(τ) = V (CS). In order to be precise we show the
existence of a well sorted ground substitution τc = (τ,K). As the case S = ⊤ is
trivial we assume S ̸= ⊤.

|DOM(τ)| = 1: then DOM(τ) = {xS} and there is exactly one clause C∈CS with
V (C) = {xS} and for all clauses C ′∈CS with C ′ ̸= C we have V (C ′) = ∅. Now we
focus on the deduction step where xS is instantiated by a ground term t. For the
resolvent (factor) R we know that (t<−| S)∈R. Therefore there is a positive literal
t<−S occurring in some clause C = {t<−S} ∪ C ′ in CS, thus (t<−S,C ′)∈LM

<− , thus
(t, C ′)∈Tc

LM
<−,gr,S

and therefore τc = ({xS 7→ t}, C ′) is well sorted.

|DOM(τ)| > 1: We choose an arbitrary variable xS∈DOM(τ) and focus on the
resolution step where xS is instantiated by a term t. Again we know that the
resolvent R contains the literal t<−| S and therefore there is a literal t′<−S occurring
in some clause C = {t<−S} ∪ C ′ in CS, (t′<−S,C ′)∈LM

<− which is used to eliminate
t<−| S. We have τ [xS](t) = τ [xS](t

′) and because τc[xS] = (τ [xS], K
′) is well sorted

by induction hypothesis we have (τ [xS](t), τ [xS](C
′) ∪ K ′′)∈Tc

LM
<−,gr,S

where K ′′ is

the restriction of K ′ to the variables in t. Thus τc = (τ,K) = (τ [xS] ∪ {xS 7→
τ [xS](t)}, K ′ ∪ τ [xS](C

′)) is a well sorted ground substitution. 2

Theorem 6.3.8 (Completeness of the Calculus: Choosing LC
<− is Sufficient)

Let CS be a clause set and let LC
<− be the set of declarations dynamically chosen for

unification. Dynamically chosen means that we have to update LC
<− after the genera-

tion of a new declaration clause. If CS is unsatisfiable there exists a derivation of the
empty clause using sorted resolution, sorted factorization, and sorted ⊤-reduction.

Proof: by induction on the k-parameter [AB70], k(CS): =
∑ {|C| − 1 | C∈CS}

where |C| is the number of literals in the clause C.

If k(CS) = 0: We know by Theorem 5.4.13 of the existence of a refutation. Lemma
6.3.7 states that this refutation produces a well sorted ground substitution with re-
spect to LM

<− . As k(CS) = 0 we have LM
<− = LC

<− and therefore the ground substitution
is also well sorted with respect to LC

<−. Now Lemma 6.1.8 ensures that we can refute
the clause set by a single sorted inference step.
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If k(CS) > 0: There exists a non unit clause C. In a case analysis we separate C
into two parts C1 and C2 and CS into the clause sets CS1: = CS \ {C} ∪ {C1} and
CS2: = CS \ {C} ∪ {C2}. Both clause sets are unsatisfiable and we have k(CSi) <
k(CS). Thus by induction hypothesis we can refute the two clause sets. The two
proofs can be combined, because Theorem 5.4.13 ensures the existence of a common
(ground) substitution.

In order to apply the induction hypothesis we must guarantee that all bottom clause
sets (k(CS) = 0) can be refuted. For the refutation of a bottom clause set we need
LM

<− = LC
<−. If we split a declaration clause we can first refute the bottom clause

set containing the declaration we choose for LC
<−. After this refutation we obtain a

clause which may contain some additional instances of the other declarations of the
splitted clause. Using the factorization rule we can generate a clause where just the
literal we chose for LC

<− is deleted. Now we must dynamically change LC
<− and choose

one of the other literals from the new, smaller declaration clause. If we split a clause
which is not a declaration clause but contains some declarations we can first refute
the part not containing declarations. The refutation results in a declaration clause.
We change LC

<− and continue. If we split a clause not containing any declaration we
can continue in an arbitrary order. 2

Example 6.3.9 We again consider the clause set of Example 6.3.5. If we choose
LC

<−: = {(a<−A, {b<−B})} there is only one possible resolution step between {P (xA)}
and {¬P (a)} resulting in {b<−B}. This clause subsumes the clause {a<−A, b<−B}
and we obtain the new clause set

{
{P (xA)}, {P (xB)}, {¬P (a)}, {¬P (b)}, {b<−B}

}
.

Now we also have to change LC
<− into LC

<−: = {(b<−B, ∅)}. Again only one resolution
step between {P (xB)} and {¬P (b)} is applicable which yields the empty clause.

Note that we could also have chosen LC
<−: = {(b<−B, {a<−A})} as the starting

set of declarations. We can derive {a<−A} by resolving {P (xB)} and {¬P (b)}.
The clause {a<−A} again subsumes {a<−A, b<−B} and we obtain the new clause set{
{P (xA)}, {P (xB)}, {¬P (a)}, {¬P (b)}, {a<−A}

}
and the new set of declarations

LC
<−: = {(a<−A, ∅)}. Now we can refute the new clause set by resolving {P (xA)} and

{¬P (a)}.
The calculus established by Theorem 6.3.8 is not the only one possible. Depend-

ing on the set of declarations we choose and the way we deal with the conditions of
conditioned declarations there are more different complete and correct calculi. We
can give some examples.

• We choose LM
<− as the set of declarations for unification. The consequence of

this choice is that we need not to change the set of declarations during deduc-
tion and that the calculus can be straightforward combined with all strategies
(e.g. set of support) known from unsorted resolution preserving completeness.
The disadvantage of choosing LM

<− may be a collapse of the sort structure due to
the additional declarations. The clause {xD<−LL,¬Lies(lion, xD , yD), yD<−LL}
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of Example 4.2.5 demonstrates such a collapse. We have (xD<−LL)∈LM
<− and

therefore the sorts D and LL collapse into one sort. This increases the number
of resolution possibilities significantly such that nearly all advantages of the
sorted formalization are lost.

• We change the unification Algorithm 6.1.6 in the following way: Every condi-
tion of type t∈TL<−,S (in rules 10 to 13) is replaced by t∈Tc

L<−,S. The computa-
tion of the conditioned unifier from a solved problem is also changed. For each
solved pair xSi

= ti with ti /∈TL<−,Si
or TL<−,gr,Sj

= ∅ for some xSj
∈V (ti) we

add the condition ti<−| Si to the unconditioned unifier. No extra conditions are
added with respect to empty sorts. Thus all conditions are of the form t<−| S.
These changes simplify the computation of well sorted unifiers significantly.
But the resulting calculus is less restrictive, because the conditioned literals of
the form t<−| S can be resolved with all positive declarations of the appropriate
form occurring in the clause set. Instead of choosing the original unification
algorithm only the declarations in LC

<− are considered.

• In general we can establish any calculus between the calculus given in Section 5
using unsorted unification and the calculus of Theorem 6.3.8 using sorted
unification with respect to LC

<−. The idea is to add to all pairs xS = t of an
unsorted solved unification problem the conditional literal t<−| S if we do not
have t∈TLU

<−,S or TLU
<−,gr,S′ ̸= ∅ for some xS′∈V (ti). Thus we have all freedom

which equations of the unification problem we want to solve in an unsorted
way and which we want to weaken until they are well sorted.

Although the presented calculi are simpler, as they either simplify the unification
algorithm or the process of choosing the relevant declarations, we believe that the
calculus established by Theorem 6.3.8 is most efficient. This statement is based upon
the fact that that in all “practical” examples the sorted unification problem com-
putes a finite set of unifiers in polynomial time and that the number of conditioned
declarations is pretty small.

The calculus choosing LM
<− as the set of declarations is close to the calculus

presented in [WO90]. The treatment of the conditions makes the difference between
the two calculi. In [WO90] we also considered LM

<− as the set of declarations, But
residue literals of the form t<−| S for every assignment xS 7→ t were added to a clause
after the application of a substitution. In CLS we do not add literals of the form
t<−| S, but literals which prove t<−S if they are deleted by the inference rules.
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Chapter 7

Refinements on the Calculus CLS

7.1 Compilation

If we reverse the relativization process of Section 3.4 we are able to compile unsorted
first-order formulas into sorted formulas and we may optimize sorted formulas.

Algorithm 7.1.1 (Compilation into Sorted Logic) The input of the algorithm
is a sentence of unsorted first-order logic.

(1) Attach the top sort ⊤ to all unsorted variables.

(2) Translate the formulas into CNF, see Chapter 4.

(3) Select a set of 1-place predicates for the transformation into sorts.

(4) Change all occurrences of S(t) for the predicates in the selected set into t<−S.

(5) Build LU
<−.

(6) For every clause C containing a negated declaration of the form xS<−| T : if
S ⊑ T (with respect to LU

<−) and TLU
<−,gr,S ̸= ∅ delete the literal xS<−| T ; if

T ⊑ S change C into {xS 7→ xT}(C \ {xS<−| T}).

Note that the application of step 6 may produce the empty clause.
The steps 5 to 6 can also be applied in order to improve the representation

of problems which are given in a sorted formalization. The compilation works for
arbitrary unsorted clause sets. This is not the case for the compilation algorithm
SOGEN of [SS89]. Our extensions to the work of [SS89] are necessary and sufficient
to obtain this general result:

• Declarations can be used in the same way as any other atom.

• Sorts may denote empty sets.

• We have a fixed sort symbol ⊤ which denotes the topsort “Any”.

Let us apply Algorithm 7.1.1 to the clause normal forms of Example 4.2.5 and
Example 4.2.6.
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7.1.1 Compiling the Example “Condensed Detachment”

We start with the unsorted clause normal form of Example 4.2.6 where we have
applied Step 1 and Step 2 of the algorithm.

(1) {¬P (i(x⊤, y⊤)),¬P (x⊤), P (y⊤)}
(2) {P (i(i(x⊤, y⊤), i(i(y⊤, z⊤), i(x⊤, z⊤))))}
(3) {P (i(i(n(x⊤), x⊤), x⊤))}
(4) {P (i(x⊤, i(n(x⊤), y⊤)))}
(5) {¬P (i(a, a))}

As there is only one 1-place predicate symbol P we select P and turn it into a sort.
Thus after Step 3 and Step 4 we get the clause set

(1) {i(x⊤, y⊤)<−| P, x⊤<−| P, y⊤<−P}
(2) {i(i(x⊤, y⊤), i(i(y⊤, z⊤), i(x⊤, z⊤)))<−P}
(3) {i(i(n(x⊤), x⊤), x⊤)<−P}
(4) {i(x⊤, i(n(x⊤), y⊤))<−P}
(5) {i(a, a)<−| P}

So far the changes have not affected the structure of the clause set but the syntax.
Step 5 leads to LU

<− = {i(i(x⊤, y⊤), i(i(y⊤, z⊤), i(x⊤, z⊤)))<−P , i(i(n(x⊤), x⊤), x⊤)<−P ,
i(x⊤, i(n(x⊤), y⊤))<−P}. The only candidate for application of Step 6 is the literal
x⊤<−| P in the first clause. As we have P ⊑ ⊤ we change the sort of the variable x⊤
into xP , delete the literal from the clause and result in the final compiled clause set

(1) {i(xP , y⊤)<−| P, y⊤<−P}
(2) {i(i(x⊤, y⊤), i(i(y⊤, z⊤), i(x⊤, z⊤)))<−P}
(3) {i(i(n(x⊤), x⊤), x⊤)<−P}
(4) {i(x⊤, i(n(x⊤), y⊤))<−P}
(5) {i(a, a)<−| P}

It seams as if the effect of the compilation is rather small, because we have saved
one literal only. But in Section 8.3 we will show that the proof using the compiled
clause set is unique whereas the proof using the original unsorted clause set requires
search in an infinite search space.

7.1.2 Compiling the Clause Set of “The Lion and the Uni-
corn”

Now we consider Example 4.2.5. As the problem is given in a sorted form we start
the compilation with Step 5. We get LU

<− = {(1)1−(10)1, (15)1−(17)1, (22)1−(39)1}
(the notation (n)m refers to the m’th literal of clause n). Step 6 is applicable to the
clauses (40) to (47). The literals of the form xD<−| LL and xD<−| LU can be deleted
after having changed the sort of the variables because we have LU ⊑ D and LL ⊑ D
with respect to LU

<−. Therefore we get the compiled clauses:
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(40) {xD<−LL,¬Lies(lion, xD , yD), yD<−LL}
(41) {xD<−LL,Lies(lion, xD , yLL)}
(42) {¬Lies(lion, xLL, yLL)}
(43) {Lies(lion, xLL, yD), yD<−LL}
(44) {xD<−LU ,¬Lies(uni, xD , yD), yD<−LU}
(45) {xD<−LU ,Lies(uni, xD , yLU )}
(46) {¬Lies(uni, xLU , yLU )}
(47) {Lies(uni, xLU , yD), yD<−LU}

Here we could delete all literals of the form xD<−| LL (xD<−| LU) in the clauses (40)
to (47). This deletion will allow us to prove the theorem exploiting a very small
search space, see Section 8.2.

7.2 Refinements on the Inference Rules

Some refinements concerning the interaction of the unification algorithm and the
inference rules are possible. Consider the clauses

(1) {P (xS), Q(xS)}
(2) {a<−S, f(x⊤)<−V }
(3) {¬P (yS)}
(4) {¬Q(yS)}
(5) {f(x⊤)<−| V }

We choose LC
<− = {(a<−S, {f(x⊤)<−V })} and compute a resolvent between (1)1 and

(3)1

(6) {Q(xS), f(y⊤)<−V }

with unconditioned well sorted unifier σ = {yS 7→xS} and conditioned unifier σc =
({yS 7→xS}, {f(y⊤)<−V }). The condition f(y⊤)<−V is the (only) minimal condition
which guarantees TLC

<−,gr,S ̸= ∅. Next we built a resolvent between (6)1 and (4)1

(7) {f(y⊤)<−V, f(y′⊤)<−V }

Again we get the condition f(y′⊤)<−V , because the sort S is the sort of a variable in
the codomain of the unconditioned unifier. We apply factorization to (7)1 and (7)2

(8) {f(y⊤)<−V }

and finally refute the clause set by resolving (8)1 and (5)1

(9) 2
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As the top sort ⊤ is non empty by definition, no conditions need to be added to the
clauses (8) and (9).

What we want to show with the example is that the conditions coming from
TLC

<−,gr,S ̸= ∅ need not to be added to the resolvent if there are some variables of sort

S still occurring in the resolvent. Therefore we can get a closer interaction between
the inference rules and the unification algorithm.

In the following assume that we have solved a unification problem in order to
apply one of our inference rules. Let σ be the unconditioned well sorted unifier and
SR the set of sorts occurring in the resulting clause after application of σ. Then
for the conditioned unifier σc, we only need to add non-emptiness conditions for
sorts S for which we have: there is a variable xS∈I(σ) and S /∈SR. It should be
clear that this change preserves correctness, because if the sort S is empty in some
interpretation there is still a variable of sort S in the clause or we have added the
conditions. Completeness is also guaranteed because the resulting clause is smaller.

Solving the example using the modified rules, we again compute a resolvent
between (1)1 and (3)1

(6′) {Q(xS)}

We have not added the condition f(y⊤)<−V , because xS occurs in the resolvent
{Q(xS)}. Next we built a resolvent between (6′)1 and (4)1

(7′) {f(y⊤)<−V }

As the sort S no longer occurs in the resolvent, we must add the condition f(y⊤)<−V .
Building a resolvent between (7′) and (5)1 refutes the clause set.

(8′) 2

The example demonstrates that a tight coupling between unification and the infer-
ence rules results in shorter proofs.

7.3 Refinements on the Unification Algorithm

It may happen that the unification algorithm runs in a cycle, i.e. the algorithm does
not terminate. Sometimes this is a result of producing infinitely many unifiers (see
Section 6.2), but very often it can be easily detected that the loop can not contribute
to a solution. Consider the unification problem

Γ01 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL)}

related to Example 4.2.5. We choose LC
<− = {(1)1−(10)1, (15)1−(17)1, (22)1−(39)1}

and solve Γ01. Only rule 10 of the unification algorithm is applicable to the second
equation which yields the following the seven problems
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Γ011 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL), xLL = xMo}
Γ012 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL), xLL = xTu}
Γ013 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL), xLL = xWe}
Γ014 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL), xLL = xTh}
Γ015 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL), xLL = xFr}
Γ016 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL), xLL = xSa}
Γ017 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL), xLL = xSu}

The problems Γ011-Γ013 can be solved (see Section 8.2) but the other problems loop
forever. For example after applying rule 2 to Γ014, the only applicable rule is rule
13 to the last equation yielding the problems

Γ0141 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xTh), xLL = f(zTu),
xTh = f(xFr), zTu = xFr}

Γ0142 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xTh), xLL = f(zWe),
xTh = f(xFr), zWe = xFr}

Γ0143 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xTh), xLL = f(zTh),
xTh = f(xFr), zTh = xFr}

And again after applying rule 2, rule 13 is applicable to the last equation. Knowing
the example, it becomes clear that equations of the form zWe = xFr can not be well
sorted solved. This can be detected during the unification process. As there are only
finitely many possibilities of combining variables of two different sorts (days of the
week), after some more steps an equation will arise which we tried to solve before
(modulo renaming). The algorithm stucks in a loop. This fact can be detected and
results in the following algorithm.

Algorithm 7.3.1 (Loop Detection) We attach to a unification problem Γ a set
of equations EΓ. Initially we put EΓ = Γ. The straightforward way to implement
the unification algorithm is to work on a list of open unification problems. Always
the first problem is selected, all rules are applied and the new unification problems
are appended to the end of the list. Now we increment this unification algorithm by
the following rules:

• After the application of the rules 5, 10 to the actual problem Γ, 12, and 13 the
new equations are added to EΓ.

• Every time a new equation is created or an equation is changed in the actual
problem Γ, it is checked whether it occurs (modulo renaming) in EΓ. If the
equation occurs in EΓ, the unification problem is suspended.

• No rules are applied to suspended problems.

• If there are only suspended problems left, all problems are deleted.

• If a problem Γ is solved, the set EΓ is subtracted from all sets E∆ of problems
∆ which are not solved and still contained in the list. If after this operation
no equation of ∆ occurs in E∆, the suspendation of ∆ is undone.
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7.4 Reduction

Reduction techniques are an important tool in automated reasoning in order to
restrict the search space. The general idea is to delete clauses which are not necessary
for the derivation of the empty clause. We will discuss purity, tautology deletion
and subsumption within CLS .

7.4.1 Tautology Deletion

A clause is called a tautology if it contains two complementary literals. Obviously a
tautology is valid in all interpretations. If CS is an unsatisfiable clause set containing
a tautology C then CS \ {C} is still unsatisfiable. Therefore the clause C can be
deleted.

In general we have to be careful while deleting tautologies, because application
of the rules in a calculus may be restricted in a way such that some proofs can only
be found using tautologies [BG90]. But this is not the case for CLS . Thus we can
delete tautologies without affecting completeness.

7.4.2 Purity Deletion

A clause C (or a literal) is called pure if no inference rule is applicable to at least
one of it’s literals (to the literal). As a consequence this literal cannot be deleted
by the application of an inference rule. Therefore the clause containing the literal
cannot contribute to a derivation of the empty clause. Thus pure clauses can be
deleted.

According to this definition adding purity deletion to our rules results in an
(highly) incomplete (but highly restrictive) calculus. On one hand, nearly all clauses
containing declarations can be deleted (e.g. see Example 4.2.4). On the other hand,
even if we forbid the consideration of declarations as pure literals the rule is still too
strong. For example in the clause set

(1) {Q(a)}
(2) {¬Q(a), a<−S}
(3) {P (xS)}
(4) {¬P (yS)}

the literals a<−S, P (xS) and ¬P (yS) are pure if we choose LC
<− = ∅ as the set of

declarations considered in unification. But if we delete one of the clauses {P (xS)},
{¬P (yS)} we are no longer able to derive the empty clause. We can refute the clause
set by resolving between (1)1 and (2)1

(5) {a<−S}

Change our set of declarations into LC
<− = {(a<−S, ∅)} and derive the empty clause

in one resolution step using (3)1 and (4)1
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(6) 2

The example shows that choosing LC
<− is too strong for purity deletion. But it

can easily be proved that choosing LM
<− for purity deletion and disregarding dec-

larations yields a complete calculus. Note that for the above example we have
LM

<− = {(a<−S, {¬Q(a)})} and using this set of declarations the literals P (xS) and
¬P (yS) are not pure.

7.4.3 Subsumption

Subsumption is the most important reduction rule for resolution based calculi. If C
and D are two clauses and σ a substitution such that σ(C) ⊆ D, then C subsumes
D. The clause D can be deleted. The deletion does not affect completeness because
if we use D in a refutation we can replace D by C because C contains less literals
and is more general.

The above definition is an intuitive definition of subsumption and has to be used
carefully. For example, every factor D of a clause C is subsumed by C according to
the above definition. But factors are needed in order to guarantee completeness. The
crux here is to view clauses as sets of literals. If we view clauses as multisets of literals
the application of a substitution to a clause does not merge literals and therefore
a factor is no longer subsumed by it’s parent clause. This point is also stressed
in [BG90]. From a computational point of view the detection of a clause which
can be subsumed (or subsumes) by a different clause is an NP-complete problem
[KN86]. Nevertheless subsumption is needed, because the deletion of a subsumed
clause may avoid the generation of infinitely many clauses. Additionally, techniques
[LO80, Ohl90, Soc91] have been developed in order to make the problem tractable
in practise.

In our sorted logic we have to apply subsumption modulo well sorted unifiers
(matchers). If we consider conditioned declarations in order to find the appropriate
matcher the application of the matcher may add new literals to the clause. This
makes the problem of deciding subsumption very hard. Thus we suggest to use
LU

<− to decide the well sortedness of the matcher. Then the problem has the same
complexity than in the unsorted case, because sorted matching can be decided in
polynomial time. We will show how to apply subsumption in Section 8.2.

7.5 Combination with Strategies

There are many strategies discussed in the literature (e.g. [CL73, Lov78]). The
general idea is to restrict the application of inference rules to “useful steps”. The
most famous and mostly applied strategy is the “Set of Support” (in the following
SOS) strategy [WRC65]. SOS is implemented in nearly any automated reasoning
system based on resolution.
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The SOS strategy forbids resolution steps between clauses coming from the ax-
ioms. In order to be precise: If we want to prove Ax ⇒ Th where Ax is a set of
axioms and Th a set of theorems we show that Ax ∧ ¬Th is unsatisfiable. As
it does not make sense to assume Ax to be unsatisfiable, every proof must involve
clauses coming from ¬Th. Thus it is sufficient to allow resolution steps between
clauses coming from ¬Th and clauses coming from Ax only. In order to put it in
other words: We forbid resolution steps between clauses coming from the axioms.

The SOS strategy is complete for unsorted first-order logic. It is not complete in
combination with our sorted calculus, as the following example shows. If we want
to prove

(Q(a) ∧ ∀x⊤ (Q(x⊤) ⇒ x⊤<−S) ∧ ∀xS P (xS)) ⇒ ∃yS P (yS)

we obtain the clause set

(1) {Q(a)}
(2) {¬Q(x⊤), x⊤<−S}
(3) {P (xS)}
(4) {¬P (yS)}

where clause (4) comes from the negated theorem. The SOS strategy only allows
resolution steps between clause (4) and one of the clauses (1), (2), or (3). Resolution
between (3) and (4) produces the unification problem Γ = {xS = yS} which cannot
be solved with respect to LC

<− = ∅. Thus there is no inference rule applicable. But
the clause set is unsatisfiable. From (1) and (2) we derive

(5) {a<−S}

and change LC
<− = {a<−S}. Now the previous unification problem Γ is in solved form

(we can no longer apply rule 7) and using (4) and (3) we conclude

(6) 2

As SOS is s useful strategy (we will solve all examples in Chapter 8 using SOS), we
are interested in a (complete) combination of SOS and our sorted calculus. There
are several possibilities to overcome incompleteness:

a) We can choose LM
<− for unification. The choice results in a complete calculus

but as we pointed our at the end of Chapter 6 a consequence of choosing LM
<−

may be the lost of all advantages of the sorted machinery. Therefore we may
allow a mixture of SOS steps with respect to LM

<− and steps with respect to
LC

<−.

b) We can allow steps between clauses coming from the axioms but still use the
inference rules with respect to LC

<−. For example, we may allow one axiom step
after six SOS steps. The axiom steps can be restricted to clauses containing
declarations, i.e. we only allow steps between two clauses where at least one
clause contains a declaration.
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c) We derive in the standard SOS way with respect to LC
<− until the empty clause

is derived or no rule is applicable. If no step is possible we allow one step
between axiom clauses as mentioned in b) and then try to continue with SOS.
This strategy is again incomplete in general but tractable in practise.

All examples in Chapter 8 are solved with strategy c). There is no real disadvantage
in using strategy a) or b), because the additional steps may lead to shorter proofs
(e.g. see [MW92]).
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Chapter 8

Solving The Examples

Now we will discuss the solutions of the examples introduced in Section 3.3. We will
refer to clauses and literals by their number using the format (clause number)literal
number. For example in the Schubert’s Steamroller problem (see 4.2.4) (13)2 denotes
the literal ¬M(zA, xA) in clause {E(xA, yP ),¬M(zA, xA),¬E(zA, vP ), E(xA, zA)}.

Unification problems are denoted by the Greek letter Γ and an index which is
a sequence of the digits 0 to 9. The idea is to represent the tree structure arising
during the application of the unification algorithm. Thus if we have a problem Γ12

we know that Γ12 is the second problem stemming from Γ1 after the application of
a rule of the algorithm. We have used this convention in Section 6.2.

8.1 Schubert’s Steamroller

Schubert’s Steamroller is one of the most famous examples showing the efficiency
of sorted deduction. It represents a standard example in automated theorem prov-
ing. It can also be solved using techniques different to sorted reasoning, e.g. UR-
resolution (unit resulting resolution [AO83, MOW76]) or other strategies [BLS87].
We just want to show that our approach works in the same way the much sim-
pler logics of [Wal87, SS89] do, if the formulas are simple. The starting clause set
computed in Example 4.2.4 is

(1) {xW<−A} (2) {xF<−A} (3) {xB<−A}
(4) {xC<−A} (5) {xS<−A} (6) {lupo<−W}
(7) {foxy<−F} (8) {tweety<−B} (9) {raupy<−C}
(10) {schnecky<−S} (11) {muesli<−G} (12) {xG<−P}
(13) {E(xA, yP ),¬M(zA, xA),¬E(zA, vP ), E(xA, zA)}
(14) {M(xC , zB)} (15) {M(yS, zB)} (16) {M(zB, xF )}
(17) {M(xF , yW )} (18) {¬E(zW , yF )} (19) {¬E(zW , xG)}
(20) {E(xB, yC)} (21) {¬E(xB, zS)} (22) {E(xC , f(xC))}
(23) {f(xC)<−P} (24) {E(xS, g(xS))} (25) {g(xS)<−P}
(26) {¬E(xA, yA),¬E(yA, zG)}
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For this example we have LC
<− = LM

<− = LU
<− = {(1)1 − (12)1, (23)1, (25)1}. This

fact (LC
<− = LM

<− = LU
<−) is characteristic for a representation of the logics of [Wal87,

SS89] in our logic. It may happen that Skolemization (see Example 4.2.3) results in
conditioned declarations in our logic but in unconditioned declarations in the logic
of [Wal87, SS89]. In order to overcome this, we have to optimize the CNF-algorithm
4.2.2 (especially Step 5) by checking the non-emptiness of the sorts involved in
Skolemization. The refutation performs as follows (we present a linear proof found
by the MKRP [OS91] theorem prover, which uses the logic of [Wal87]):

(27) {E(xA, yP ),¬M(yA, xA),¬E(yA, vP ),¬E(yA, zG)}
Resolution between (26)1 and (13)4

(28) {E(xA, yP ),¬M(yA, xA),¬E(yA, zG)}
Factorization between (27)3 and (27)4

(29) {¬M(yA, xW ),¬E(yA, zG)}
Resolution between (28)1 and (19)1

(30) {¬E(xF , zG)}
Resolution between (29)1 and (17)1

(31) {¬M(zA, xF ),¬E(zA, vP ), E(xF , zA)}
Resolution between (30)1 and (13)1

(32) {¬E(zB, vP ), E(xF , zB)}
Resolution between (31)1 and (16)1

(33) {¬E(zB, vP ),¬E(xB, zG)}
Resolution between (32)2 and (26)1

(34) {¬E(xB, zG)}
Factorization between (33)1 and (33)2

(35) {¬M(zA, xB),¬E(zA, vP ), E(xB, zA)}
Resolution between (34)1 and (13)1

(36) {¬E(yS, vP ), E(xB, yS)}
Resolution between (35)1 and (15)1

(37) {E(xB, xS)}
Resolution between (36)1 and (24)1

(38) 2

Resolution between (37)1 and (21)1

Unification for this example is straightforward, as we only have declarations occur-
ring in unit clauses and all sorts are non-empty from the beginning.

8.2 The Lion and the Unicorn

The Lion and the Unicorn example can be seen as a descendant of Schubert’s Steam-
roller. It is more difficult, because the sorts are not interpreted as finite sets in the
initial model. Therefore the techniques developed in [AO83, MOW76] are not suc-
cessful and the mechanism given in [BLS87] cannot be applied. We will discuss
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the problem at the end of this section in greater detail. Let us now just prove the
theorem. Here is the clause set given after optimization (see Section 7.1.2):

(1) {mon<−Mo} (2) {tue<−Tu} (3) {wed<−We}
(4) {thu<−Th} (5) {fri<−Fr} (6) {sat<−Sa}
(7) {sun<−Su} (8) {xMo<−LL} (9) {xTu<−LL}
(10) {xWe<−LL} (11) {xTh<−| LL} (12) {xFr<−| LL}
(13) {xSa<−| LL} (14) {xSu<−| LL} (15) {xTh<−LU}
(16) {xFr<−LU} (17) {xSa<−LU} (18) {xSu<−| LU}
(19) {xMo<−| LU} (20) {xTu<−| LU} (21) {xWe<−| LU}
(22) {xMo<−D} (23) {xTu<−D} (24) {xWe<−D}
(25) {xTh<−D} (26) {xFr<−D} (27) {xSa<−D}
(28) {xSu<−D} (29) {xLL<−D} (30) {xLU<−D}
(31) {lion<−C} (32) {uni<−C} (33) {f(xMo)<−Su}
(34) {f(xTu)<−Mo} (35) {f(xWe)<−Tu} (36) {f(xTh)<−We}
(37) {f(xFr)<−Th} (38) {f(xSa)<−Fr} (39) {f(xSu)<−Sa}
(40) {xD<−LL,¬Lies(lion, xD , yD), yD<−LL}
(41) {xD<−LL,Lies(lion, xD , yLL)}
(42) {¬Lies(lion, xLL, yLL)}
(43) {Lies(lion, xLL, yD), yD<−LL}
(44) {xD<−LU ,¬Lies(uni, xD , yD), yD<−LU}
(45) {xD<−LU ,Lies(uni, xD , yLU )}
(46) {¬Lies(uni, xLU , yLU )}
(47) {Lies(uni, xLU , yD), yD<−LU}
(48) {¬Lies(lion, xD , f(xD)),¬Lies(uni, xD , f(xD))}

We choose LC
<− = {(1)1 − (10)1, (15)1 − (17)1, (22)1 − (39)1} and refute the

problem using an SOS strategy. The initial set of support consists of the theorem
clause {¬Lies(lion, xD , f(xD)), ¬Lies(uni, xD , f(xD))} only. There are two resolu-
tion possibilities for the literal ¬Lies(lion, xD , f(xD)). We can resolve (48)1 and
(43)1 or (48)1 and (41)1. We start examination of sorted unification between (48)1
and (43)1. The original unification problem is

Γ0 = {lion = lion, xD = xLL, yD = f(xD)}

Applying the rules 5 (to the first equation) and 2 (using the second equation) we
get

Γ01 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL)}

Here only rule 10 is applicable to the second equation which yields the following the
seven problems
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Γ011 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL), xLL = xMo}
Γ012 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL), xLL = xTu}
Γ013 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL), xLL = xWe}
Γ014 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL), xLL = xTh}
Γ015 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL), xLL = xFr}
Γ016 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL), xLL = xSa}
Γ017 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(xLL), xLL = xSu}

The problems Γ014-Γ017 can be deleted by applying Algorithm 7.3.1 to the problems
(see also Section 7.3). Applying rule 3 (using the third equation) once we get the
three solved problems

Γ0111 = {xD = xMo , yD = f(xMo), xLL = xMo}
Γ0121 = {xD = xTu, yD = f(xTu), xLL = xTu}
Γ0131 = {xD = xWe , yD = f(xWe), xLL = xWe}

These three problems yield the three resolvents

(49) {¬Lies(uni, xMo , f(xMo)), f(xMo)<−LL}
(50) {¬Lies(uni, xTu, f(xTu)), f(xTu)<−LL}
(51) {¬Lies(uni, xWe , f(xWe)), f(xWe)<−LL}

The clauses (50) and (51) are subsumed by the clauses (8) and (9) respectively.
Thus we only add (49) to the set of support. Building a resolvent between (48)1
and (41)1 is analogous to the previous step. Three clauses are generated, two can
be subsumed and thus the new set of support contains

(49) {¬Lies(uni, xMo , f(xMo)), f(xMo)<−LL}
(52) {¬Lies(uni, xTh, f(xTh)), xTh<−LL}

The first literal of clause (49) is pure with respect to LC
<−. The literal (49)1 is not

pure with respect to LM
<− , because (xD<−LU , {Lies(uni, xD , yLU )})∈LM

<− . In section
7.4.2 we explained that we must not delete the clause but because no inference
rule is applicable to the literal, we continue with clause (52). Again there are two
candidates for the literal (52)1: (47)1 and (45)1. The unification problem resulting
from (45)1 cannot be well sorted solved, because f(xTh)/∈TLC

<−,LU . Therefore the

only possible step is to resolve (52)1 and (47)1 leading to

(55) {xTh<−LL, f(xTh)<−LU}

The only resolution possibility for (55)1 is (11)1 and we obtain

(56) {f(xTh)<−LU}

Finally for (56)1 the only applicable step is resolution with (21)1 and we result in
the empty clause

(57) 2
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We needed 6 resolution steps to refute the clause set and the initial branching
rate of the search tree is 8 (with a SOS strategy). We constructed 9 clauses to
explore the search space where 4 clauses are deleted by subsumption. In [WO90] we
refuted the problem after 15 steps. Our new approach is faster because it uses sorted
unification instead of adding negative declarations which are deleted by resolution.

The “Lion and the Unicorn” example is non trivial for unsorted theorem provers.
An unsorted theorem prover needs 25 resolution steps to refute the clause set and
the initial branching rate is 17 (with a SOS strategy). Especially if we increase the
nesting depth of the f function in the theorem,

{¬Lies(lion, xD , f(f(xD))),¬Lies(uni, xD , f(f(xD)))}

the search space can become arbitrarily complex in unsorted logic whereas our sorted
calculus has no problem, because the effect of the nesting depth on the complexity
of the unification problem can be bound by some polynomial. For example, if we
use the above theorem, the first unification problem is

Γ0 = {lion = lion, xD = xLL, yD = f(f(xD))}

After eliminating the first equation with rule 5, application of rule 2 using the second
equation and using the sorted rule 10 and rule 3 we again get seven problems:

Γ011 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(f(xLL)), xMo = f(xLL)}
Γ012 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(f(xLL)), xTu = f(xLL)}
Γ013 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(f(xLL)), xWe = f(xLL)}
Γ014 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(f(xLL)), xTh = f(xLL)}
Γ015 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(f(xLL)), xFr = f(xLL)}
Γ016 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(f(xLL)), xSa = f(xLL)}
Γ017 = {xD = xLL, yD = f(f(xLL)), xSu = f(xLL)}

Again four problems can be deleted applying Algorithm 7.3.1, namely Γ013 to Γ016.
The other problems can be solved in the same way than before. Thus the additional
nesting depth of the f does not cause additional unification problems. Therefore
the effect of the nesting to the complexity of the unification problem can be bound
polynomially.

In contrast the increased nesting of the f function causes an exploding search
space for an unsorted theorem prover. We gave the examples to OTTER (version
2.0, binary resolution) and got the following statistics.

Nesting Depth Clauses generated
1 64600
2 181486
3 1367151

That means OTTER generated 1367151 clauses in order to prove the theorem clause

{¬Lies(lion, xD , f(f(f(xD)))),¬Lies(uni, xD , f(f(f(xD))))}
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and was not able to succeed with nesting depth 4 in reasonable time. We tested
OTTER also with UR-resolution and gave the prover the clauses (1) to (7) as initial
SOS. UR-resolution performed much better:

Nesting Depth Clauses generated
1 1664
2 2943
3 4761
4 6971
5 9627
6 12675

8.3 Condensed Detachment

We solve the problem using a set of support strategy. The problem is not a hard
problem, e.g. OTTER [McC90b, McC90a] can solve the problem in less than one
second. But we will show that in the sorted formalization the problem can be solved
without any search. Here is the final clause set from Section 7.1.1.

(1) {i(xP , y⊤))<−| P, y⊤<−P}
(2) {i(i(x⊤, y⊤), i(i(y⊤, z⊤), i(x⊤, z⊤)))<−P}
(3) {i(i(n(x⊤), x⊤), x⊤)<−P}
(4) {i(x⊤, i(n(x⊤), y⊤))<−P}
(5) {i(a, a)<−| P}

The initial set of support consists of the clause {i(a, a)<−| P} only. The set LC
<− =

{i(i(x⊤, y⊤), i(i(y⊤, z⊤), i(x⊤, z⊤)))<−P , i(i(n(x⊤), x⊤), x⊤)<−P , i(x⊤, i(n(x⊤), y⊤))<−P}
and it contains no conditioned declarations. Therefore we skip the additional nota-
tions needed to represent conditioned objects. The only applicable step is resolution
with (1)2, because unification with one of the literals (2)1, (3)1 or (4)1 results in a
function symbol clash. The corresponding unification problem is

Γ0 = {y⊤ = i(a, a)}

which is still in solved form, as i(a, a)∈TLC
<−,⊤. Thus we add the new clause

(6) {i(xP , i(a, a))<−| P}

to the set of support. The new clause cannot be resolved with clauses (2) and
(4) because of a function clash and unification with the literal (3)1 results in the
unification problem

Γ1 = {xP = i(n(x⊤), x⊤), x⊤ = i(a, a)}

which can not be well sorted solved, because i(n(i(a, a)), i(a, a))/∈TLC
<−,P . Again the

only possible step is resolution with clause (1) yielding
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(7) {i(xP , i(x
′
P , i(a, a)))<−| P}

Trying to build a resolvent between (7) and (3) or (4) again leads to unification
problems which cannot be well sorted solved. Resolution with clause (2) gives the
unification problem

Γ2 = {xP = i(x⊤, y⊤), x
′
P = i(y⊤, z⊤), x⊤ = a, z⊤ = a}

Applying rule 2 of the unification algorithm using the equations x⊤ = a and z⊤ = a
twice, we obtain

Γ21 = {xP = i(a, y⊤), x
′
P = i(y⊤, a), x⊤ = a, z⊤ = a}

We don’t have i(a, y⊤)∈TLC
<−,P or i(y⊤, a)∈TLC

<−,P . Application of rule 10 to the

equation xP = i(a, y⊤) using the declaration i(x⊤, i(n(x⊤), y⊤))<−P yields

Γ211 = {xP = i(a, y⊤), x
′
P = i(y⊤, a), x⊤ = a, z⊤ = a,

y⊤ = i(n(x′
⊤), y

′
⊤), x

′
⊤ = a}

Following rule 2 we use the new equations y⊤ = i(n(x′
⊤), y

′
⊤) and x′

⊤ = a as substi-
tutions and result in

Γ2111 = {xP = i(a, i(n(a), y′⊤)), x
′
P = i(i(n(a), y′⊤), a),

x⊤ = a, z⊤ = a, y⊤ = i(n(a), y′⊤), x
′
⊤ = a}

The first equation is now well sorted solved, i.e. i(a, i(n(a), y′⊤))∈TLC
<−,P . But for

the second equation we still have i(i(n(a), y′⊤), a)/∈TLC
<−,P . Applying rule 10 using

the declaration i(i(n(x⊤), x⊤), x⊤)<−P solves this last problem.

Γ21111 = {xP = i(a, i(n(a), y′⊤)), x
′
P = i(i(n(a), y′⊤), a),

x⊤ = a, z⊤ = a, y⊤ = i(n(a), y′⊤), x
′
⊤ = a,

i(i(n(a), y′⊤), a) = i(i(n(x′′
⊤), x

′′
⊤), x

′′
⊤)}

After applying the rules 5, 3 and 2 to the equation i(i(n(a), y′⊤), a) = i(i(n(x′′
⊤), x

′′
⊤), x

′′
⊤)

and it’s descendants we finish in the solved problem

Γ211111 = {xP = i(a, i(n(a), a)), x′
P = i(i(n(a), a), a),

x⊤ = a, z⊤ = a, y⊤ = i(n(a), a), x′
⊤ = a,

y′⊤ = a, x′′
⊤ = a)}

and derive

(8) 2

Note that the solution of the unification problem Γ2 is unique and computationally
simple. Comparing our solution to the proof found by OTTER (version 2.0, binary
resolution), we needed only 3 steps to refute the clause set, while OTTER made 5
steps. The missing 2 steps occur in the solution of the unification problem Γ2. The
most important difference is that the sorted proof was found without any search,
i.e. we did not generate useless resolvents. OTTER produced 60 clauses to find the
empty clause. Here is OTTER’s solution to the unsorted formalization:
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(1) {¬P (i(x, y)),¬P (x), P (y)}
(2) {P (i(i(x, y), i(i(y, z), i(x, z))))}
(3) {P (i(i(n(x), x), x))}
(4) {P (i(x, i(n(x), y)))}
(5) {¬P (i(a, a))}
(6) {¬P (i(x, i(a, a))),¬P (x)}

Resolution between (5)1 and (1)2
(7) {¬P (x),¬P (i(x′, i(x, i(a, a)))),¬P (x′)}

Resolution between (6)1 and (1)2
(8) {¬P (i(x, a)),¬P (i(a, x))}

Resolution between (7)2 and (2)1
(9) {¬P (i(a, i(n(a), a)))}

Resolution between (8)1 and (3)1
(10) 2

Resolution between (9)1 and (4)1
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

We have presented a sound and complete calculus for the logic LS . This logic LS
is currently the most general sorted logic known as it allows sort declarations to be
used arbitrarily as ordinary atoms. Nevertheless deductions in the calculus CLS are
efficient and the calculus is a conservative extension of existing approaches.

All known sorted calculi [Wal87, SS89, Fri89, BHPS89, Coh87] allow only dec-
larations of the kind S ⊑ T (expressing that S is a subsort of T ) or t:S (expressing
that the term t has sort S). Translating these declarations into LS results in the
unit clauses xS<−T and t<−S, respectively. Hence the sort information for these log-
ics which is used in the unification algorithm corresponds to a set of unit clauses
containing declarations in LS . As there are only unit clauses after the translation
we have LU

<− = LC
<−. Hence, all chosen declarations have an empty condition part.

For declarations with empty condition part the definition of conditioned well sorted
terms simplifies to the definition of well sorted terms (see Section 1.2.1 and Defini-
tion 6.1.2). Therefore the new notion of well sortedness is exactly the same notion
as in the existing logics. Thus the unification algorithm using conditioned well sort-
edness collapses to the known unification algorithms using well sortedness and the
new calculus has exactly the same behaviour as the simpler sorted calculi. Here
we have the very nice feature that the calculus CLS for the general logic LS is as
efficient as special calculi designed for sublanguages.

For clause sets containing declarations in non unit clauses the calculus must be
compared to unsorted resolution as all approaches known so far can not exploit
conditioned declarations for sorted reasoning. In Chapter 8 we showed that the CLS
calculus improves efficiency significantly, if one place predicates (sorts) are involved
in the reasoning process.

An open theoretical question is the incorporation of equality into LS . It is well
know that this is in general not without problems [SS89]. But we believe that our
main idea, i.e. not to separate the information about sorts from the rest of the
formulas is a good basis to overcome these problems.
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